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Introduction

The emerging concept of global environmental concerns, that is, serious envi-

ronmental issues of immediate relevance for the whole State Community and
therefore considered to be a &quot;common interest&quot;, is a recent development in inter-

national environmental lawl.
It is related to the evocative (although not yet clearly legally defined) idea of a

&quot;global environment,12 and to the adoption over the last fifteen years of several

m u I t 1 -lateral treaties relating to the most significant global threats, such as the

depletion of the ozone layer, species extinction, climate change and desertifica-
tion3. These multilateral instruments include a specific recognition of the global
relevance of the environmental issues they refer to (&quot;common concern of human-
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helpful advice, and Ms. Maria C o I b e r t (University College Dublin) for her suggestions in revising
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I On the evolution of international environmental law see E. Brown Weiss, International
Environmental Law: Contemporary Issues and the Emergence of a New World Order, Georgetown
Law journal 81 (1993), 675 et seq.; U. B e y e r I i n, Rio-Konferenz 1992: Beginn einer neuen globalen
Umweltrechtsordnung?, Za6RV 54 (1994), 124 et seq.; i d., Staatliche SouveranitHt und internationale

Umweltschutz-Kooperation, Gedanken zur Entwicklung des Umweltv6lkerrechts, in: Festschrift f6r
R. Bernhardt, 1995, 937 et seq.; J.L. D u n o f f, From Green to Global: Toward the Transformation of
International Environmental Law, Harvard Environmental Law Review 19 (1995), 241 et seq.;
T. S c o v a z z 1, Considerazioni sulle norme internazionall in materia di ambiente, Rivista di diritto
internazionale 89 (1989), 591, at 602; R. Wolfrum, Purposes and Principles of International Envi-

ronmental Law, GYIL 33 (1990), 308 et seq. On the concept of common interest see J. Brunn6e,
&quot;Common Interest&quot; - Echoes from an Empty Shell?, Some Thoughts on Common Interest and Inter-

national Environmental Law, Za6RV 49 (1989), 791 et seq.
2 That is the idea of the environment (wholly or in part) as a common good to be protected irre-

spective of the question whether in the given case territorial State interests are at stake. See C.A.
K is s, The Protection of Environmental Interests of the World Community Through International
Environmental Law, in: R. Wolfrum (ed.), Enforcing Environmental Standards: Economic Mecha-
nisms as Viable Means?, 1996, at 1 et seq.

3 Vienna Convention on the Protection of the Ozone Layer, which was adopted on March 22,
1985 and entered into force on September 22, 1988 (text in: ILM 26 [1987], 1529) and the related
Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, which was adopted on September
16, 1987 and entered into force on January 1, 1989 (text in: ILM 26 [1987], 1541); United Nations
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kind,,A) and demand an internationally coordinated action to deal with theM5. In

the light of their peculiar content these treaties are often referred to as &quot;global
accords&quot; or as treaties establishing global r6gimeS6 and the obligations they
include are considered as interdependent obligationS7. Finally, they are quasi-uni-
versal in their sphere of applicability being largely ratified at the international
level8.
The above mentioned multilateral treaties do not, however, reflect the signifi-

cant ecological interdependence which exists between the environmental problems
of global relevance9 and with respect to which forests ecosystems together with

Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC), which was opened for signature on June 4,
1992 and entered into force on March 21, 1994 (text in: ILM 31 [1992], 849); United Nations Con-
vention on Biological Diversity (CBD), which was opened for signature on June 5, 1992 and entered
into force on December 29, 1993 (text in: ILM 31 [1992], 818); United Nations Convention to Com-
bat Desertification in Countries Experiencing Serious Drought and/or Desertification Particularly in
Africa (CCD), which was adopted on June 17, 1994 and entered into force on December 26, 1996

(text in: ILM 33 [1994], 1328). The three latter instruments are often globally referred to as UNCED

(or Rio) Conventions, because of their adoption at the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environ-
ment and Development or as a result of it. Under this meaning the expression UNCED Conventions
will be used in this study.

4 Cf. for example the Preamble of the CBD; the Preamble of the FCCC; and the Preamble of the
CCD. See also the UN General Assembly Resolution 43/53 of 6 December 1988 on Protection of
Global Climate for Present and Future Generations of Mankind, ILM 28 (1989), 1326 (declaring the
world climate as a &quot;common concern of mankind&quot;).

5 See P. S a n d s, Principles of International Environmental Law, Vol. 1, 1994, 47 et seq., 61, 218 et

seq.; P.W B i r n i e /A. B o y I e, International Law and the Environment, 1992, 85.
6 Cf. on the concept of global accord G.M. D a n i I e n k o, Law-Making in the International Com-

munity, 1993, at 64, who refers to &quot;conventions on issues of vital importance to the international

community as a whole&quot; and considers these treaties to be the result of the advent of a number of &quot;glo-
bal problems calling for universally binding normative regulation&quot;. This concept also applies to the
multilateral treaties relating to environmental problems considered of &quot;common concern&quot; of all States

(cf. A. K i s s /D. S h e I t o n, International Environmental Law, 1992, 144 -154; S. M a r c h i s i o, 11 prin-
cipio dello sviluppo sostenibile nel diritto internazionale, in: S. Marchisio/F. Raspadori/A. Maneggia
(eds.), Rio cinque anni dopo, 1998, 57, at 62 et seq.). On the concept of global r6gime see M. L 1 s t /V
R i t t b e r g e r, Regime Theory and International Environmental Management, in: A. Hurrel/B.

Kingsbury (eds.), The International Politics of the Environment, 1992, 89, at 90 (&quot;a regime is a social
institution where stable patterns of behaviour result from compliance with certain norms and rules,
whether they are laid down in a legally-binding instrument or not&quot;); cf. also R. Ta r a s o f s k y, The
Global Regime for the Conservation and Sustainable Use of Forests: An Assessment of Progress to

Date, Za6RV 56 (1996), 688 et seq., at 688 (&quot;a set of principles, norms, rules and decision-making pro-
cedures, implicit or explicit, around which actors&apos; expectations converge in a manner in which it is

possible to measure norm- and rule guided behaviour&quot;).
7 These obligations require simultaneous implementation by all Parties to a treaty, as the very

effectiveness of the r6gime established by the treaty might be precluded in case of non-compliance
even of a single Party.

8 As of 28 May 1998, 174 States have ratified or acceded to the CBD, 176 are Parties to the FCCC
(as of 7 October 1998); 145 countries have ratified or acceded to the CCD (as of 4 January, 1999).

9 For example, between climate change, species extinction and desertification. Changes in climate
have an adverse impact on terrestrial and marine biological diversity, as they give rise to a progressive
shifting of the climatic zones towards the poles and involve therefore a sudden change in the struc-

ture, composition and geographical distribution of ecosystems. They also have an adverse impact on

desertification through their influence on water supply and on agricultural productivity. The loss of

biodiversity contributes to desertification, as the reduction in the natural vegetation produces soil
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oceans play a crucial role1O. These treaties adopt indeed a &quot;sectorial&quot; approach to

environmental problems as each of them refers to a specific environmental

issue; that is, climate change, biodiversity loss or desertification. Moreover only
very recently have the overlaps existing between these conventional r6gimes in

some &quot;common areas
11 such as forestry&quot; been recognised and some preliminary

efforts towards co-operation at the institutional level have been undertaken.

In this context, the Kyoto ProtOC0112 to the 1992 Climate Change Convention

is a significant effort to come to terms with ecological interdependence. By pro-

moting the adoption of measures aimed at forest protection and enhancement as

complementary strategy to emission reductions in climate change mitigation13, the

Protocol simultaneously fulfils two environmental targets; that is, climate change
mitigation and forest protection. In this way it complements, prima facie, the goals
of the Climate Change Convention with those of other UNCED documents with

relevance to forests - such as the Biodiversity Convention, the Desertification

Convention and the Forest Principles14, in the perspective of a global (inter-secto-
rial) environmental policy and of a comprehensive forest poliCy15. It reflects,
therefore, an innovative approach to the environmental problems of global rele-

vance.

impoverishment and accelerates soil erosion; this makes soils more vulnerable to natural or human-

induced events (diseases, fires). Finally, soil deterioration has an adverse impact on the local climate,
on the carbon cycle and on the reflectivity of the earth&apos;s crust (albedo).

10 Forests contribute to climate change mitigation as carbon pools (&quot;sinks&quot;). Tropical forests are

the most considerable &quot;reservoir&quot; of biological diversity, both for plants and animals. Forest ecosys-

tems also play a crucial role in preventing desertification, as they protect soils from erosion and

degradation. All these environmental functions performed by forests are interconnected into the unity
of each forest ecosystem. Forests however also provide for significant economic and social functions.

See FAO, State of the World&apos;s Forests, 1997, at 35 and seq. (hereinafter FAO 1997 Report).
11 Being, as mentioned, the core of the ecological interdependence between climate change, spe-

cies extinction and desertification, forests are an important area of overlap between the legal r6gimes
relating to these global environmental problems.

12 Kyoto Protocol to the Framework Convention on Climate Change, adopted at the third ses-

sion of the Conference of the Parties to the FCCC (COP-3) held in Kyoto in December 1997. The

final version of the Protocol is included into the Third Conference of the Parties report, UN Doc.

FCCC/CP/1997/7/Add. 2.
13 Relying on forest potential as carbon &quot;sinks&quot; and &quot;reservoirs&quot;; that is, on their capacity to

absorb carbon from the atmosphere and to store it into soil and vegetation. See below, Part I para. 2.
14 The CBD and the CCD refer to forests in consideration of their significant role, respectively,

as reservoir of biological diversity and in preventing soil erosion, and promote their conservation and

sustainable use (see below, Part. II para. 4). The Forest Principles (Non-legally Binding Authoritative

Statement of Principles for a Global Consensus on the Management, Conservation and Sustainable

Development of All Types of Forests [hereinafter Forest Principles], text in: ILM 31 [1992], 881)
comprehensively refer to the whole range of resources and services provided by forest ecosystems and

call for their sustainable management (also in this respect see below, para. 4).
15 The latter point is particularly significant in consideration of the present &quot;fragmentary&quot;

approach to forest protection in international law. The three UNCED agreements with relevance to

forests mentioned above (the CBD, the FCCC and the CCD) refer indeed to single environmental

function5 performed by forest ecosystems, and the same &quot;sectorial&quot; (non comprehensive) approach is

adopted by all other legally binding instruments existing at international or regional level with rele-

vance to forests (cf. the updated list contained in UN Doc. E/CN.17/IFF/1999/15 Category 11 of the
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However, the approach chosen by the Kyoto Protocol de facto proves to be
inadequate in complementing the goals of the mentioned UNCED documents.
This is chiefly due to the fact that the Kyoto Protocol essentially maintains a s e c -

t o r i a I goal in its approach to environmental Problems, as it promotes forest
enhancement exclusively in order to establish natural carbon sinks. In this way it
does not fully take into account the potential impact that such a policy of sink
enhancement may have on the goals of other forest-related instruments as a result
of the ecological interdependence existing between the different environmental
functions performed by forests. For this reason, from the provisions of the Proto-
col referring to biological sinks several potential16 issues of compatibility arise
with the goals of other forest-related instruments which the Kyoto Protocol seems

priMa facie to complement.
The purpose of this study is to consider the provisions of the Kyoto Protocol

relating to &quot;terrestrial sinks&quot; (forests) within the complex &quot;system&quot; of interrela-
tions existing between the UNCED instruments as a result of the interdependence
between the global environmental problems they refer to, with a view to examin-

ing - although only preliminarily and not exhaustively17 _ the potential impact
that these provisions might have on the spirit and objectives of other forest-related
UNCED documents18. It also intends to discuss the ways and means through
which solutions may be found to the compatibility issues that the Kyoto Protocol
consequently raises with these UNCED instruments.

IFF Programme of Work, &quot; Forest-related work of international and regional organisations and under
existing instruments&quot;, Annex 1). These instruments either relate to single forest functions or resources

(as in the case of the International Tropical Timber Agreement [ITTA], the Washington Convention
on the international Trade of Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna [CITES], the RAMSAR
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance especially as Waterfowl Habitat, the Paris Con-
vention for the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage and the Vienna Convention
for the Protection of the Ozone Layer) or to the forest ecosystems of a specific regional area (the
Amazon Cooperation Treaty, the Central American Convention of Forests, the IV ACP-EC Lom6
Convention and the Alpine Convention). A comprehensive approach to the protection and manage-
ment of forests is adopted by the Forest Principles and the IPF Proposals for action. However, these
instruments are legally non-binding. Moreover, until now all efforts aimed at adopting a &quot;global&quot; for-
est convention relating to a I I resources and services provided for by forest ecosystems have failed.

16 The Kyoto Protocol is indeed not yet in force and significant elements concerning the provi-
sions relating to biological sinks are still under debate within the work of the subsidiary organs to the
FCCC because of their ambiguous wording and some technical issues they raise. Some &quot;corrections&quot;
to these provisions might be introduced during this process.

17 Given the potential nature of the issue, the complex inter-relationship existing between the
Kyoto Protocol and other biodiversity and forest-related agreements and the possibility of future
developments at the level of institutional cross-linkages and governance issues between these treaties.

18 Although from the sink-related provisions of the Kyoto Protocol issues of compatibility also
arise with some other (non-UNCED) instruments with relevance to forests (cf. the list mentioned at

note 15) this study only deals with those concerning the UNCED documents (the CBD, the Forest

Principles and the Agenda 21) and the instruments arising from the UNCED process (the CCD and
the Proposals for action adopted by the Intergovernmental Panel on Forests). Compatibility issues
with international pre-UNCED documents and regional agreements with relevance to forests are

therefore excluded from this article. Several are the reasons for this limitation of the scope of the anal-

ysis. First, the UNCED Conventions share a common approach to environmental problems based on
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To this end the study in Part 1, through a brief overview of the Kyoto Protocol

and a more detailed analysis of its core provisions on sinks, examines the role of

the policies and measures aimed at protecting and enhancing terrestrial sinks

(forests) within the international climate r6gime, as a complementary strategy to

reductions in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions at source. It illustrates In particu-
lar the content of, as well as the various issues raised by, the text of the provisions
on sinks, which were included in the Protocol after a long and very controversial
debate and are, for this reason, quite ambiguous as to their wording on all the

most crucial points.
In Part 11, the study first illustrates some unsolved questions of interpretation

raised by the text of the provisions examined in Part I and identifies some

negative incentives in terms of global environmental policy potentially arising
either from their wording or from some of the implementation measures they
promote. Later, it discusses the potential impact of these provisions on the goals
of other global environmental instruments related to forests, focusing in particu-
lar on the compatibility issues they might raise with the objectives and the spirit
of the UNCED agreements and processes providing for biodiversity conservation,
soil protection and sustainable management of forest ecosystems, such as the

Biodiversity Convention, the Desertification Convention and the Forest

Principles.
In Part III, the study examines the potential compatibility issues identified in

Part 11 in the light of the general principles on treaties implementation and taking
also into account the intrinsic character of the treaties involved in these potential
norm conflicts - that is, &quot;global&quot; and interrelated accords, with a view to identi-

fying possible ways and means to solve these conflicts. Indeed, for such norm con-

flicts the solutions provided by the rules embodied in Art. 30 of the 1969 Vienna

Convention on the law of the treaties (VCLT) seem inadequate.

the emerging concept of sustainable development and have close linkages with the common global
strategy embodied in Agenda 21. Pre-UNCED documents include references to the concepts of

&quot;environmentally sustainable management&quot; and of &quot;reasonable exploitation&quot; of natural resources that

may certainly be assimilated with the concept of sustainable development as they require an inte-

grated approach between exploitation and preservation, but are also somehow less comprehensive
than the latter concept. Although not yet satisfactorily clarified as regards its content and legal effects
the idea of sustainable development, as expressed by instruments such as the 1987 Brundtland Report
&quot;Our Common Future&quot;, the 1992 Rio Declaration on Environment and Development and the

Agenda 21, certainly involves a different approach to environmental problems as it requires that
environmental protection constitutes &quot;an integral part of the development process and cannot be con-

sidered in isolation from it&quot; (cf. Principle 4 of the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development,
text in: ILM 31 [1992], 874). Second, the Rio Conventions also share the same basic principles
enshrined in the Rio Declaration. Finally, as mentioned above, the environmental problems to which

these instruments refer are intimately related on ecological (but also on socio-economic and institu-

tional grounds), so that several of the policies and measures suggested for achieving the objectives of

one convention may also contribute, or have an impact on, the goals of the others.
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Part I.- The Kyoto Protocol and the Role of Forests
Within the International ClimateR

1. The Kyoto Protocol

The purpose of the Kyoto Protocol, adopted in December 1997 by the Parties
to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, is to prevent
dangerous human interference with the climate (climate change)19 by limiting the
emissions of greenhouse gaseS20 into the atmosphere.
For this reason, it sets out quantified emission limitation and reduction commit-

mentS21 for two sets of Parties (OECD countries and countries undergoing the

process of transition to a market economy, collectively referred to as &quot;Annex I
23Parties&quot;22). Once in force the Protocol will impose on these Parties the obliga

tion to reduce their overall emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse
gases listed in Annex A by at least 5 % below 1990 levels between 2008 and 2012

(Art. 3)24.
As to the implementation of Annex I Parties&apos; commitments, Art. 2 establishes

the obligation for these countries to implement or further elaborate, according to

19 Art. I of the 1992 FCCC includes a definition for &quot;climate change&quot;. Art. 1 of the Kyoto Pro-
tocol provides that the definitions contained in Art. I of the FCCC apply to the Protocol.

20 These gases include, in addition to carbon dioxide, methane, sulphur hexafluoride, perfluoro-
carbons, nitrous oxide and hydrofluorocarbons. Other greenhouse gases such as chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs) are not covered by the Kyoto Protocol as, because of their effect on the stratospheric ozone

depiction are already controlled by the 1987 Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the
Ozone Layer.

21 By establishing specific emission reduction obligations (&quot;targets&quot;) and providing also a time-
table for their implementation the Kyoto Protocol is a further step in the process of dealing with the
threat of anthropogenic climate change inaugurated in 1992 by the FCCC (which only established an

hortatory obligation for Annex I Parties to aim to return GHG emissions at 1990 level instead of a

legally binding commitment to return to this level: cf. Art. 4.2 lit. b) of the FCCC; cf. however also
Art. 4.2 lit. d) of the FCCC, and Decision I/CP.1, June 6, 1995 adopted at the First Session of the
Conference of the Parties to the FCCC, UN Doc. FCCC/CP/1995/7/Add.1, Preamble which sets

forth a process to take &quot;appropriate action for the period beyond 2000&quot; by establishing an ad hoc
body to begin the negotiations on a new legal instrument to be adopted at COP-3).

22 Because of their listing under Annex I to the Climate Change Convention. The list of these
countries is reproduced as Annex B to the Protocol.

23 Art. 25 establishes that the Kyoto Protocol will be in force on the ninetieth day after the ratifi-
cation by fifty-five Parties to the FCCC, under the condition that the Annex I Parties among those
who ratify represent at least fifty-five percent of the total carbon dioxide emissions of those Parties
in the year 1990. This provision involves that the participation by all major &quot;polluters&quot; is necessary
for the entry into force of the Protocol. As on 16 July 1999, 84 countries signed the Kyoto Protocol
(opened for signature on March 16, 1998) and 12 ratified it.

24 Art. 3.1 establishes a 5% reduction below 1990 levels of GHG emissions as global target for
Annex I countries. The negotiated individual reductions with respect to 1990 emission levels for
Annex I Parties are listed in Annex B as percentage of base year emissions, while the procedure for
determining the individual targets for Annex I Parties is specified in Art. 3.7. As to &quot;non-Annex I
countries&quot; (developing countries) Art. 10 of the Kyoto Protocol further elaborates the commitments
of Art. 4.1 of the FCCC without however establishing new commitments for these countries. No spe-
cific obligation for emission reduction is consequently imposed on these countries under the Kyoto
Protocol in the first commitment period.
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their national circumstances, policies and measures in the sector categories covered

by the ProtoC0125 to meet the reduction targets (so-called d o rn e s t i c measures)26.
Annex I Parties&apos; reporting obligations are provided by Art. 5 and Art. 727, while

Art. 8 refers to comPliance28.
Furthermore, the Kyoto Protocol allows Parties to implement their commit-

ments through co-operation with other Parties.

It authorises indeed Annex I Parties in implementing their emission reduction

commitments to use, under certain conditions, so-called &quot;market-based mecha-

nisms&quot; such as transboundary trading of emission reduction units from climate

change mitigation projects - only among Annex I Parties (Art. 6), transboundary
trading of credits from emission reduction projects - also with non-Annex I coun-

tries (Art. 12) and transboundary trading of assigned amount units (Art. 17)29.
The Kyoto Protocol is unanimously considered as an important but only pre-

liminary step on the road towards the specification of the commitments of the

Parties to the FCCC30. Calling for subsidiary negotiations and for the examina-

tion of their outcomes at the coming meetings of the COP to the FCCC (or, for

some issues, at the first Meeting of the Parties to the Protocol), the text adopted

25 The list of these categories is included in Annex A.
26 Art. 2 includes a list of these policies and measures. The non-binding character of the list is

demonstrated by the relevance given in this provision to the Parties&apos; &quot;national circumstances&quot; and by
the fact that it is introduced by the expression &quot;such as&quot;. Consequently, as each Party may determine

according to its national situation the policies and measures to be adopted to meet its reduction com-

mitments, Art. 2 de facto provides Parties with significant flexibility at the national level in the imple-
mentation of their commitments.

27 These provisions expand the reporting obligations provided by Art. 4.1 and Art. 12 of the 1992

FCCC. These enlarged reporting obligations are clearly essential to the verification of the implemen-
tation by Annex I Parties of the reduction commitments under Art. 3 of the Protocol.

28 Art. 8 calls for the review of the information submitted under Art. 7 by teams of experts. Cf.

also Art. 18, which refers to the future elaboration within the Protocol of compliance procedures. For
an analysis of the compliance elements contained in the Kyoto Protocol see C. B r e i d e n i c h /D.

M a g r a w /A. R o w I e y /J.W. R u b i n, The Kyoto Protocol to the Umted Nations Framework Con-

vention on Climate Change, American Journal of International Law 92 (1998), at 326 et seq.
29 Besides &quot;national flexibility&quot; in the implementation of emission targets provided by Art. 2, the

Protocol allows &quot;flexibility at international level&quot;, as the co-operative implementation mechanisms it

establishes provide Parties with several options to supplement their domestic implementation mea-

sures. Co-operative mechanisms, or market-based mechanisms, are a relatively novel instrument in

international law which seek to introduce market principles such as cost-effectiveness in the imple-
mentation of international agreements. The main driving force behind these instruments in the con-

text of climate change is the assumption that the beneficial effects of reducing emissions anywhere in

the world are equivalent to reducing emissions locally. Cf. T.C. H e I I e r, Environmental Realpolitik:
joint Implementation and Climate Change, Indiana journal of Global Legal Studies 3 (1996), 295, at

297 et seq.; T. Jackson, joint Implementation and Cost-effectiveness under the FCCC, Energy
Policy 23 (1995), 117 et seq.

30 Cf. (also for a comprehensive examination of the provisions of the Kyoto Protocol and for an

evaluation of their importance within the climate r6gime) B r e i d e n i c h e t a 1. (note 28), 315 et seq.;

P.G.G. Davies, Global Warming and the Kyoto Protocol, International and Comparative Law

Quarterly 47 (1998), 446 et seq.; L. B o i s s o n d e C h a z o u r n e, La gestion de l&apos;int6rft commun a

1&apos;6preuve des enjeux 6conomiques - Le Protocole de Kyoto sur les changements climatiques, Annu-

aire franqais de droit international XLIII (1997), 700 et seq.
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in Kyoto leaves room for significant legal developments in the future3l. As will be
discussed below, some of these developments appear to be important with respect
to the implementation of the Kyoto Protocol and others as to the compatibility of
some provisions with those of other multilateral environmental agreements, such
as the CBD and the CCD.

Moreover, in the text of the Kyoto Protocol the wording of some provisions is

ambiguous and it therefore raises significant questions of interpretation. This is
the consequence both of the considerable difficulties experienced at COP-3 in

achieving a compromise on the most controversial issues at stake32 and of the
intrinsic complexity of the problems under debate.

This ambiguity is particularly evident in the case of the provisions on sinks,
whose introduction in the Protocol was highly debated in Kyoto and was

discussed until the very last hours of the COP meeting33. For this reason, these

provisions are very controversial.

2. Sink-related provisions of the Kyoto Protocol

The Kyoto Protocol contains several provisions that refer to, or raise issues

regarding terrestrial sinks (forests).
As mentioned above, the relevance of forest concerns within the climate r6gime

is related to the contribution of forest ecosystems to absorb significant amounts

of carbon from the atmosphere through respiration and to store greenhouse gases
in its soil or vegetation34.

31 Important work still remains to be done in particular to develop guidelines, subsidiary rules and
methodologies requiring further scientific data, further legal analysis and further political negotia-
tions.

32 Because of the many scientific, economic, political and legal issues raised by human-induced cli-
mate change and also because of the fact that international efforts to curb climate change potentially
involve activities of profound importance to society and the world economy.

33 During the preparatory process on the elaboration of the draft text of the Protocol to be sub-
mitted to COP-3 the debate on the treatment of terrestrial sinks was so controversial that no consen-

sus was achieved, for instance, on the formulation of the provision on the domestic sink-related mea-

sures that Parties may use to meet their emission targets, which still contained in the end three
options to be discussed at COP-3 (cf. UN Doc. FCCC/CP/1997/2, November 12, 1997 &quot;Revised text

under negotiation&quot;). In Kyoto, after a long discussion, a &quot;preliminary&quot; compromise was achieved on

this and other issues concerning the provisions on terrestrial sinks. However, on several important
points that was not possible to agree on further evaluations were postponed to the future. Cf. below,
para. 2.

34 Cf., for instance, IPCC, Technical Paper on Technologies, Policies and Measures for Mitigating
Climate Change, WMO, 1996, especially at 55, pointing out the considerable potential for climate
mitigation through improved management of forest lands for carbon conservation, storage and sub-
stitution. However, the exact contribution of forests to climate change mitigation is scientifically con-

troversial. Debated are, for example, the long term sink potential of forest ecosystems and the stabil-

ity of the carbon concentrations stored into them. Furthermore, methodological problems exist in the
measurement of the effect on the global climate of improved forest management (on the &quot;state of art&quot;
of the knowledge at the scientific level about the sink and reservoir potential of forest ecosystems as

well as on the different methodological problems in ascertaining the exact contribution to climate
change mitigation of their improved management, cf. S. B r o w n, Tropical Forests and the Global
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In consideration of this contribution the Kyoto Protocol refers to forest-related

policies as domestic measures that Annex I Parties are called on implementing
in achieving their emission limitation and reduction commitments under Article 3;
that is, as a complementary strategy to the policies aimed at directly reducing GHG
emissions at source35. The Protocol provides, however, that only a limited number

of forest-related activities may be used by Parties to meet their emission targets36.
The Protocol establishes that forest-related activities can also be undertaken by
Annex I Parties in other countries - under the framework of co-operative imple-
mentation mechanisms, such as emission reduction projects. In this case the emis-

sion reduction units or certified emission reductionS37 resulting from such projects

may be used for the purpose of meeting the commitments under Article 3.

A thorough analysis of the sink-related provisions of the Protocol and of the

terms in which they promote the use of terrestrial sinks as a method to mitigate
climate change now seems necessary, with a view also to identifying the issues

arising from these provisions which make them very controversial.

An important preliminary remark has to be made with respect to the provisions
of the Protocol establishing the core obligations for the definition of Parties&apos; emis-

sion targets - that is, Art. 3.1 and Art. 3.7, in consideration of the long and con-

troversial debate preceding their adoption at COP-3.

In both these provisions reference is made to &quot;aggregate anthropogenic emis-

sions&quot; (instead of &quot;net emissions&quot;). This indicates that, at least for the first com-

mitment period, the Protocol establishes the emission targets for Annex I coun-

Carbon Cycle: Estimating State and Change in Biomass Density, and S.C. Z o I t a i /P.J. M a r t i k a I -

n e n, Estimated Extent of Forested Peatlands and Their Role in the Global Carbon Cycle, both in:

MJ. Apps/D.T. Price [eds.], Forest Ecosystems, Forest Management and the Global Carbon Cycle,
1996, respectively at 135 et seq. and at 47 et seq.; IPCC, Climate Change 1995 - Impact, Adapta-
tions and Mitigation of Climate Change: Scientific-Technical Analyses, 1996 [hereinafter IPCC 1996

Report], above all the study by S. B r o w n, Management of Forests for Mitigation of Greenhouse Gas

Emissions, at 774 et seq.; FAO 1997 Report, [note 10], at 40 et seq.; compare also the comprehensive
evaluation contained in the multidisciplinary special report by the Wissenschaftlicher Beirat der Bun-

desregierung Globale Umweltve6nderungen [WBGU], Die Anrechnung biologischer Quellen und

Senken im Kyoto-Protokoll: Fortschritt oder Rfickschlag fiir den globalen Umweltschutz?, 1998, at

14 et seq. [hereinafter WBGU Special Report]). For this reason, the recognition in legal terms of the

role of terrestrial sinks in climate change mitigation has been hotly debated at the international level

since the negotiation of the FCCC. The 1992 Climate Change Convention recognised in the end,
though only in general terms, forest related measures as a useful instrument to deal with climate

change (cf. Art. 4.1 lit. b) and Art. 4.2 lit. a), which in referring to climate change mitigation measures

address, besides emission reductions at source, removals by sinks). In Kyoto, at COP-3, the issue of

the role of natural sinks in climate change mitigation was a crucial point in the debate, because of its

relevance with respect to both the definition and the implementation of emission targets, two

crucial elements for the very effectiveness of the climate r6gime. In this regard see below, respectively,
the comments on Art. 3.1 and Art. 3.3.

35 Cf. in Art. 2.1 the list of policies and measures that Parties are called to implement at the

national level: lit. a) ii) refers in particular to the so called sink-related domestic measures.

36 That is, afforestation, reforestation and deforestation and under the conditions provided in

Art. 3.3.
37 Respectively, in the case of the joint Implementation (Art. 6) and of the Clean Development

Mechanism (Art. 12).
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tries without taking into account, in principle38, greenhouse gas emissions and
removals from terrestrial sinks (that is, from the sector &quot;land-use change and

forestry,,39). This so-called gross approach to the definition of emission tar-

gets is the result of the uncertainties surrounding the long term sink potential of
forest ecosysteMS40.
However, the second sentence of Art. 3.7 provides for a significant and very

controversial exception to the &quot;gross approach rule&quot; for the definition of emission

targets established in the first sentence. This exception applies to Annex I Parties
for whom the sector land-use change and forestry was a &quot;net source&quot; of green-
house gases emissions in 199041. They are allowed to take into account the GHG
emissions and removals (net emissions) from the category &quot;land-use change&apos;, in

determining their 1990 emission level (base year emissions); that is, to determine
their emission targets according to a &quot;net approach&quot;42.
As regards the provisions of the Protocol explicitly referring to sinks, Art. 2

relates to the second innovative aspect besides the establishment of binding emis-
sion targets introduced by the Kyoto Protocol into the international r6gime on

climate change; that is, the definition of policies and measures that Annex I Par-
ties are called on implementing at the national level in achieving their emission
reduction commitments under Art. 3 (domestic policies and measures).

38 Art. 3.7 second sentence provides indeed a sectorial exception to this &quot;rule&quot;.
39 The &quot;land-use change and forestry&quot; (LUCF) sector has often been cited as being a source of net

GHG emissions to atmosphere (for example, from deforestation) and offering opportunities to reduce
net GHG emissions to atmosphere (by activities deemed to improve forest uptaking of carbon from the
atmosphere or to prevent the release into the atmosphere of the carbon concentrations stored into soil
or vegetation). For this reason, during the preparatory negotiations many countries felt that is was de-
sirable to include LUCF activities in a binding treaty limiting GHG emissions like the Kyoto Protocol.

40 The question of the inclusion of GHG emissions and removals from terrestrial sinks in the def-
inition of the emission targets was very controversial at COP-3. This question was indeed of great
relevance with respect to the level of the reduction commitments established by the Kyoto Protocol
(targets), as by taking into account the contribution of sink-related activities in terms of net GHG

absorption more ambitious commitments to emission reduction could be undertaken by Parties. The

&quot;gross approach&quot; to the definition of emission targets finally adopted in Art. 3.1 reflects the will of
Parties to avoid the problems in estimating and verifying (net) anthropogenic emissions - and thus in

assessing compliance with legally binding emission reduction targets, that the inclusion of the emis-
sions and removals from LUCF activities could involve because of the above-mentioned uncertainty
about the long term sink potential of forests. The emission targets established according to the &quot;gross
approach&quot; provided in Art. 3.1 are therefore less ambitious but more realistic than they would have
been under a &quot;net approach&quot;.

41 That is, those countries where in 1990 emissions resulting from LUCF activities were higher
than removals from these activities (as a result for example of deforestation policies). From the
national communications submitted by Parties under Art. 4.1 FCCC it emerges that in 1990 the sec-

tor LUCF represented a net source of GHG emissions for Australia and Great Britain. Compare UN
Doc. FCCC/TP/1997/5, Table 1 (&quot;Anthropogenic emissions and removals from land-use change and
forestry, 1990 and 1995&quot;), at 12.

42 This is the so called &quot;Australian clause&quot;, because of the role of Australia as proponent of the
provision and strenuous supporter of its inclusion in the text of the Protocol. The aim of this clause
is to take into consideration the negative impact that the procedure established in Article 3.3 for the

implementation of targets might have on countries such as Australia with high level of emissions from
the category LUCF in 1990. In this regard, see B r e i d e n i c h e t a 1. (note 28), at 322.
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In calling on Annex I Parties to adopt, in accordance with their national circum-

stances, some policies and measures concerning all the main sector and source cat-

egories from which significant GFIG emissions may arise43, it also refers to the

protection and enhancement of GFIG sinks and reservoirs and to other forestry
practiceS44. Given the non-mandatory character of the policies included in Art. 2,
each Party may freely decide on the policies and measures to be adopted in fulfill-

ing its emission reduction obligations under the Protocol and therefore, amongst
them, also on the specific policies and measures to be undertaken in the field of

the protection, enhancement and management of natural sinkS45.
As to the policies relating to the protection and enhancement of sinks and res-

ervoirs, Art. 2 explicitly calls on Parties to take into account the commitments

arising from other relevant international environmental agreementS46. This specifi-
cation is important because, as it will be discussed in detail below, the adoption of

some measures aimed at mitigating climate change through the enhancement of

terrestrial sinks might raise issues of compatibility with the objectives of

other forest-related agreements or processes (such as the Biodiversity Convention,
the Desertification Convention and the Forest Principles). A final remark is that
Art. 2 is the only provision of the Protocol that refers to sustainable forest man-

agement practices47.

43 The list contained in Art. 2.1 lit. a) includes, inter alia: the enhancement of energy efficiency,
the promotion of sustainable forms of agriculture, the promotion of new and renewable forms of en-

ergy and of environmentally sound technologies, the progressive reduction of market imperfections
and fiscal incentives, tax and duty exemptions in all GHG emitting sectors, the adoption on measures

to limit and/or reduce GHG emissions in the transport sector.
44 Art. 2.1 lit. a) ii) specifically calls for the &quot;protection and enhancement of sinks and

reservoirs of greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol...&quot; and the &quot;promotion of
sustainable forest management practices, afforestation and reforestation&quot;

(emphasis added).
45 This formulation of Art. 2 is the result of a long and controversial debate during the negotia-

tions in Kyoto. Indeed, while some countries (above all the European countries) proposed the adop-
tion of mandatory as well as coordinated policies and measures by each Party in implementing its

commitments under Art. 3, other countries (among them the USA, Canada and Australia) were in fa-

vour of more flexible approach, leaving to each individual Party the decision on the policies and

measures to be adopted. It is therefore mainly on this second approach that the final formulation of

Art. 2 seems to be based.
46 In Art. 2.1 lit. a) 11) the reference to pre-existing commitments under other relevant agreements

is ambiguously limited to the protection and enhancement of sinks. As a result, such reference seems

priMa facie not to cover the afforestation, reforestation and sustainable management practices men-

tioned in the second part of this provision. However, taking into account that this ambiguity in the

drafting may be explained by the fact that in para. I lit. a) ii) the part of the sentence referring to

Parties&apos; obligation to promote afforestation, reforestation and the sustainable management of their
sinks was added at a later stage of the negotiation (cf. 17 Earth Negotiations Bulletin, No. 71), and
that de facto the reference to afforestation/reforestation practices simply specifies the more general
reference to the measures of sink enhancement already included in the first part of the sentence, it

seems that also the adoption by Parties of afforestation/reforestation measures has to be considered

as being submitted to the clause (&quot;taking into account ...&quot;) provided by the first part of the provision.
47 Art. 3.3, as discussed below, only refers indeed to afforestation, reforestation and deforestation

practices. The role of sustainable forest management practices, which was highly controversial in Kyoto,
is being discussed during the ongoing work relating to Art. 3.4 by the subsidiary organs of the FCCC.

48 ZabRV 59/3
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A crucial provision is included in Art. 3.3. It refers to the implementation of
emission targets and particularly to the role that sink-related activities may play in
this respect.

It states indeed that with the purpose of implementing their emission targets
Annex I Parties may use changes in net emissions (that is, emissions from sources

minus removals by sinks), resulting from direct human-induced land-use change
and forestry activities, limited, however, to afforestation, reforestation and defo-
restation since 1990 and measured in terms of verifiable changes in carbon stocks
in each commitment period48.

In this way, by giving relevance to biological sources and sinks of greenhouse
gases in the implementation of Annex I Parties&apos; commitments Art. 3.3 promotes
the fulfilment of Parties&apos; emission reduction obligations under Art. 3.1 of the
Protocol, as it legitimates - although only under specific conditions - the use of

implementation measures additional to those aimed at reducing greenhouse gas
emissions at source.

The drafting and adoption of this provision was very controversial during the

negotiation in Kyoto49, and also under its final formulation Art. 3.3 remains hotly
debated.
On the one hand, its phrasing includes expressions where the language lends

itself to multiple interpretations (for instance, &quot;since 1990&quot;, &quot;direct human activ-

ities&quot;, carbon &quot;stocks&quot;, &quot;changes in carbon stocks&quot;) and words for which no def-
inition is provided in the Protocol (for example, afforestation, reforestation, defo-

48 Cf. Art. 3.3 first sentence. in other words, Art. 3.3 provides that to verify the implementation
of the emission target by Parties, for each country consideration has to be given to the amount of its

emissions in the commitment period calculated as including, in addition to the emissions resulting
from the categories listed in Annex A of the Protocol, also the net emissions from the three activities
of the category LUCF that it mentions, if these activities fulfil the requirements it provides (that is,
if they are &quot;direct human-induced measures&quot; adopted &quot;since 1990&quot; and measured in terms of &quot;verifi-
able changes&quot; in &quot;carbon stock&quot; in each commitment period). Art. 3.3 also requires Annex 1 Parties
to report in a transparent and verifiable manner on greenhouse gas emissions by sources and remov-

als by sinks, that are then to be reviewed in accordance with Articles 7 and 8.
49 The controversy on this provision at COP-3 was essentially due to the lack of agreement

among Parties about the activities from the sector land-use change and forestry that should be taken
into account in implementing emission targets. A decision on this issue was indeed of great relevance
with respect to the achievement of targets by Parties, as compliance with these targets would have
been certainly promoted in case Parties could take into account a large number of LUCF activities.

Particularly controversial among Parties were activities such as forest management and forest conser-

vation, because of significant uncertainty at the scientific level about their actual contribution to im-

proving the natural sink potential of forest ecosystems. Therefore, although as a matter of principle
there are three broad categories of forestry measures that may promote forest sustainable manage-
ment and at the same time contribute to forest conservation and sequestration (cf. 1PCC 1996 Report,
[note 34], at 775: a) measures for the &quot;conservation&quot; of existing carbon pools, b) measures for the &quot;en-
hancement&quot; of carbon sequestration and storage, c) substitution measures aimed at increasing the
transfer of the carbon stored in forest biomass into products or energy), in Kyoto in the debate on

the LUCF activities to be included in Art. 3.3 a consensus was only achieved in the end on such prac-
tices as afforestation, reforestation and slowing deforestation. Cf. in this respect also Art. 3.4 (which,
calling for further studies and negotiation on this issue leaves, however, the door open to the future
inclusion of additional activities from the categories agricultural soils and LUCF).
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restation)50. These issues are certainly the consequence of the fact that the Kyoto
Protocol was adopted under considerable time pressure, at the end of a very long
and complex negotiation5l. They seem, however, to be extremely significant both

with respect to the implementation of the provisions of the Protocol52 and in con-

sideration of the negative impact that the lack of specification of the meaning of

crucial words such as &quot;afforestation&quot;, &quot;reforestation&quot; or &quot;deforestation&quot; might
have in terms of promoting &quot;individualistic&quot; interpretations of these words by
Parties53. For this reason, both of these issues arising from the wording of Art. 3.3

(that is, ambiguous phrasing and the lack of definition for crucial words) are under

examination by the subsidiary organs of the Climate Change Convention54.
Another reason why Art. 3.3 is controversial relates, more substantially, to the

possibility that: a) the recognition of sink-enhancement measures as a method to

mitigate climate change raises issues of e q u i t y among the Parties to the climate

r6gime and may also have an impact on the effectiveness of such a r6gime55; and

50 For a discussion of the sometimes very complex scientific and technical background of these

and other issues arising from Art. 3.3, see B. S c h I a ni a d i n g e r /G. M a r I a n d, Some technical issues

regarding land-use change and forestry in the Kyoto Protocol, 1998 (unpublished manuscript).
51 Moreover, as mentioned above, in the negotiations in Kyoto significant economic and political

interests were at stake. in the end, during the final drafting of the text, the will to achieve a compro-

mise between the very different positions of Parties played a significant role also with respect to the

issue of sinks. This explains its ambiguity with respect to the most controversial questions.
52 The ambiguity of the expressions &quot;since 1990&quot;, &quot;direct human activities&quot;, &quot;carbon stocks&quot;,

changes in carbon stocks&quot; may indeed have significant consequences on the verifiability of the

implementation of the commitments under Art. 3, as it could yield different results in the estimation

of emission reductions or sequestration by sinks.
53 The interpretation of these words is clearly crucial for determining the forest-related policies

and measures they refer to, and thus for the measurement of the afforested/reforested area that may
be claimed by each Party as carbon sinks. On this point and on its potential impact in terms of glo-
bal environmental policy see below Part 11 para. 3.

54 As to the expression &quot;since 1990&quot; an interpretation has been already provided by the Subsidi-

ary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice (SBSTA) of the FCCC at the eighth meeting of the

subsidiary bodies to the FCCC held in Bonn from 2 to 12 June 1998 (according to it &quot;since 1990&quot; has

to be understood as &quot;since I January 1990&quot;: cf. &quot;Draft Conclusions by the Chairman&quot; on LUCF, UN
Doc. FCCC/SBSTA/1998/CRP. 3 at para. 2). As regards the issue of the definitions of specific words
in Art. 3.3, in the same &quot;Draft Conclusions&quot; the SBSTA requested the FCCC Secretariat to organise
a workshop of experts, prior to COP-4, to consider the availability of data based on the definitions

used by Parties and international organisations in relation to Art. 3.3, and called on the IPCC to pre-

pare a special report on LUCF addressing all the implications of the relevant articles of the Protocol

particularly of Art. 3. The SBSTA also invited Parties to submit informations on the issue of the def-

initions for the activities in Art. 3.3. For an overview of the different definitions proposed by Parties

cf. the &quot;Matrix of definitions based on submissions by Parties&quot;, UN Doc. FCCC/CP/1998/INE 4

Annex 1. At the recent fourth session of the COP to the FCCC (hereinafter COP-4), held in Buenos

Aires in November 1998, it has been decided to postpone the recommendation of a decision on the

definitions related to activities under Art. 3.3 at the first session of the COP following the comple-
tion of the IPCC special report (cf. Decision 9/CPA, UN Doc. FCCC/CP/1998/16 Add. 1, January
20, 1999 at para. 3).

55 The equity question may be raised by the fact that only the countries having large areas to be

afforested or reforested can fulfil their obligations under the Protocol also through sink-enhancement

policies and measures. As to the question of the impact of sink-related policies and measures on the

effectiveness of the climate r6gime, it has been observed that the massive use of these measures by
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that b) some of the forestry practices that it promotes raise issues of compatibil-
ity with the objectives of other international environmental agreements. The
second of these two points will be dealt with and discussed in detail in Part 11

together with some significant issues of interpretation raised by Art. 3.3.

Art. 3.4 refers to one of the issues that was not possible to agree on during the

negotiation in Kyoto; that is, the use by Annex I Parties of activities from the

categories agricultural soils and land-use change and forestry in addition to those
included in Art. 3.3 (&quot;afforestation&quot;, &quot;reforestation&quot;, &quot;deforestation&quot;) to meet

their emission targets. In this regard it calls for further elaboration and specifies
that a decision on the inclusion of additional activities has to be taken by the
Cop56, particularly as to &quot;how&quot; and &quot;which&quot; activities from the two above men-

tioned categories should be accounted by Parties.
The debate on these issues is therefore open at the moment and it is very con-

troversial among the Parties. The inclusion of additional activities such as &quot;forest

management&quot; and &quot;use of agricultural soil&quot;, promoted by some States and already
discussed in Kyoto57, is opposed by other Parties considering that this could
undermine the assessment of compliance with the targets because of the uncertain-
ties relating to the role of sink-related activities additional to those mentioned in
Art. 3.3 in enhancing the natural sink potential of terrestrial ecosystems, and also
because of methodological difficulties existing in the measurement of the impact
of those additional activities on the global climate58. The inclusion of practices

Parties might in the end contribute to undermining the achievement of the substantive goals of this

r6gime; that is, the stabilisation of GHG concentrations in the atmosphere, given the uncertain sink

potential of forest ecosystems in the long term. On both these questions see WBGU Special Report
(note 34), at 32 et seq.

56 Serving as Meeting of the Parties (MOP) to the Protocol, at its first session or as soon as prac-
ticable thereafter, taking into account uncertainties, transparency in reporting and verifiability and on

the basis of the methodological work of the IPCC and of the advice provided by the SBSTA.
57 As a consequence of the self-evident economic implications of the decision on the sink-related

activities that may be used to meet emission targets, at COP-3 Parties divided themselves into coun-

tries in favour of taking into account the removals of GHG from &quot;all verifiable&quot; LUCF activities

(Australia, New Zealand, the Russian Federation and the USA), countries cautioning against the un-

certainties about the measurement of the impact on the climate of activities other than afforestation,
reforestation and deforestation and therefore opposing the consideration by Parties of additional ac-

tivities to the three latter (Brazil, Argentina, Grenada and the Marshall Island), and countries propos-
ing to take into account, besides afforestation, reforestation and deforestation, those LUCF activities

that, according to them, significantly contributed to increase the sink potential of terrestrial sinks -

such as &quot;forest management&quot; (Mexico and the same USA), &quot;conservation of currently managed fo-
rests&quot; (Canada), &quot;forest management, reforestation and any other forest activities&quot; (Honduras), &quot;nat-
ural regeneration&quot; (Costa Rica). Cf. 17 Earth Negotiations Bulletin, No. 71.

58 The importance attributed by at least some Parties to the inclusion of additional activities is
confirmed by the decision adopted by the COP at its third session in Kyoto to set in motion a pro-
cess of preparatory work by the subsidiary organs of the FCCC on the questions arising from Art.
3.4, aimed at enabling COP-4 to decide on them (cf. UN Doc. FCCC/CP/1997/7 Add. I Decision
I/CP.3 March 18, 1998, at para. 5 a) See also the preliminary list of additional activities included in

the note by the FCCC Secretariat &quot;Issues related to land-use change and forestry&quot; (UN Doc. FCCC/
SBSTA/1998/INE I Annex II). For an overview of the different positions of Parties with respect to

the additional activities that should be included in Art. 3.4 see UN Doc. FCCC/CP/1998/Misc. 9 and
its Add. 1 and 2.
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such as conversion of primary forests into secondary forests or into plantations,
forest degradation and burning of primary forests, to which significant release of

GHG into the atmosphere are related, is also proposed by some Parties in consid-

eration of the fact that their impact on the global climate is as significant as that of

&quot;deforestation&quot; and that they also have considerable impacts in terms of biodiver-

sity and ecosystems loss.
A decision on this issue may hardly be adopted in the short term because of the

complex technical questions it involves59. It is, however, clearly crucial both for

the implementation of the Kyoto Protocol and for its compatibility with

other forest-related agreements, as the former may be considerably influenced by
&quot;how&quot; additional activities from LUCF and agricultural soils will be accounted by
Parties and the latter by &quot;which&quot; activities Parties may account to meet their emis-

sion targets.
Art. 6 and Art. 12 of the Protocol provide for the establishment of two co-op-

erative mechanisms that Annex I Parties may use to supplement domestic actions

in fulfilling their emission limitation and reduction commitments under Art. 3.

Both these instruments explicitly or implicitly recognise the role of terrestrial
sinks in mitigating climate change, providing for the adoption of forest-related

measures within co-operative projects between Annex I countries (Art. 6) or with

non-Annex I countries (Art. 12)60.
Art. 6 refers in particular to a mechanism based on the transfer or acquisition of

emission reduction units resulting from climate change mitigation projects
between Annex I Parties (joint implementation). Art. 6 only draws the pre-

liminary framework of the mechaniSM61 and calls for further elaboration of guide-
lines for its concrete implementation by the Cop62.

59 At the eighth meeting of the subsidiary bodies to the FCCC the SBSTA invited Parties to

submit information related to the additional human-induced activities that might be included in

Art. 3.4, requested the FCCC Secretariat to organise, after COP-4, a workshop on the issues arising
from Art. 3.4, and called on the IPCC to examine in its special report on LUCF also the issues

related to the latter provision (cf. &quot;Draft Conclusion by the Chairman&quot; on LUCF, UN Doc.

FCCC/SBSTA/1998/CRP.3 respectively at para. 2, 3 and 4). At the recent COP-4, Parties decided to

postpone at the first session of the COP after the completion of the IPCC special report on LUCF

the recommendation of a decision on the modalities, rules and guidelines concerning the additional
human-induced activities in the categories agricultural soil and land-use change and forestry that

might be included in Art. 3.4 (cf. the above-mentioned Decision 9/CPA at para. 4).
60 These mechanisms represent another instrument (additional to the adoption of forest-related

measures at national level) that creates a significant incentive for Annex I Parties to promote forest

protection or enhancement, thus complementing - at least in principle - the goals of climate change
mitigation and forest protection. See, however, below, Part Il para. 3 and para. 4, for an analysis of

some negative incentives with respect to the spirit and the goals of other forest-related instruments

that these provisions (particularly Art. 12) may give rise to.

61 Several elements are listed for instance in Art. 6.1 as &quot;preconditions&quot; for any transfer of emis-

sion reduction units among Annex I Parties. See also Art. 6.3 and Art. 6.4.
62 Serving as MOP to the Protocol, at its first session or as soon as practicable thereafter. Cf.

the decision I/CP.3 which calls specifically for preparatory work by the subsidiary organs of the
Convention on the elaboration of these guidelines (cf. UN Doc. FCCC/CP/1997/7 Add. 1, at

para. 5 c).
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It has to be pointed out that although Art. 6 explicitly mentions, as possible aim
of these projects, both reduction of emissions at sources and enhancement of
removals by sinks in any sector of the economy, it does not, however, specify
which activities in the category land-use change and forestry might be pursued by
the Parties for this purpose. This may raise the question whether also activities

from the category land-use change and forestry additional to the three mentioned
in Art. 3.3 (afforestation, reforestation and reduction of deforestation) are to be
considered as possible aims of a project between Annex I Parties under Art. 663.
This interpretative question clearly has significant consequences in terms of the
actual scope of the mechanism.

Art. 12 foresees the establishment of a Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)
as a co-operative instrument under which Annex I Parties investing in a sustain-
able development project in a non-Annex I Party may use the certified emissions
reductions resulting from such a project to contribute to compliance with part of
their reduction commitments under the ProtoC0164. Art. 12 only defines the glo-
bal framework for the establishment of the CDM through several provisionS65
which are to be further determined by the COp66. With respect to the beginning
of the working of the mechanism, Art. 12.10 specifies that the certified emission
reductions obtained from the year 2000 up to the beginning of the first commit-
ment period (2008) can be used by Parties &quot;to assist in achieving compliance in the
first commitment period&quot;; in this way there is the prospect of an early commence-
ment of the mechanisM67.

Unlike Art. 6, Art. 12 does not specify which activities related to emission lim-
itations and reductions may be included in sustainable development projects. It

only refers, in very general terms, to &quot;project activities resulting in certified emis-
sion reductions&quot;68 without explicitly mentioning, as for example Art. 6 does,
whether activities aimed at enhancing anthropogenic removals by sinks could also
be included in these projects. On this point, as matter of principle, an interpreta-
tion of the wording of Art. 12 which includes also the latter activities seems sup-
ported by the fact that reducing deforestation is a means of reducing GHG emis-
sions. The issue is, however, at the moment extremely controversial among Par-
ties, mainly because of the potential negative incentives for the global environment
(in terms of destruction of primary forests) that co-operative forestry projects in

developing countries might promote in case of an early commencement of the

63 For a paradox that might arise in case the latter (and the broader) of the two above-mentioned
interpretations of the wording of Art. 6 is adopted, see S c h I a m a d i n g e r / M a r I a n d (note 50),
at 10.

64 See Art. 12, 3 of the Kyoto Protocol. As to the aims of the CDM, cf. Art. 12.1 as well as

Art. 12.6 and Art. 12.8.
65 Cf. paragraphs from 2 to 9 in Art. 12.
66 Serving as MOP to the Protocol, at its first session or unspecified.
67 In this regard see also the decision 1/CP.3 adopted by the COP in Kyoto, which calls for pre-

paratory work by the Secretariat to enable COP-4 to consider the implications of an early commence-
ment of the mechanism. On the decision adopted on this point at COP-4, see below in this paragraph.

68 Cf. for this wording Art. 12 para. 3 lit. a). Cf. also para. 5 lit. c) (&quot;certified project activities&quot;).
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mechanism, in the light of the peculiar framework of commitments established by
the Protocol. This point will be extensively discussed in Part II.

The ongoing process of work by the subsidiary organs of the FCCC with a

view to elaborating the guidelines for the implementation of the two project-based
mechanisms with relevance to forests defined in Art. 6 and Art. 12 of the Kyoto
Protocol appears to be extremely difficult and controversial69.
From the analysis above of the sink-related provisions of the Kyoto Protocol it

emerges first the decision of Parties not to consider, in the definition of the reduc-

tion obligations for Annex I Parties in the first commitment period, the GHG

emissions and removals resulting from land-use change and forestry activities.

This is the result of the persistent uncertainty about the exact contribution of

terrestrial sinks to climate change mitigation in the long term and it involves the

establishment of less ambitious but more realistic emission targets. In the Kyoto
Protocol sink-enhancement policies and measures are, however, recognised as

important strategies that Parties may adopt in slowing climate change to comple-
ment policies aimed at reducing emissions at source, and the net emissions and

removals resulting from three activities from the category LUCF (afforestation,
reforestation and deforestation) may also be used by Annex I Parties, under the

conditions provided in the Protocol, to achieve their emission targets in the period
2008-2012.

In this way, by allowing Parties to use sink-related activities (undertaken both

at &quot;home&quot; and &quot;abroad&quot;) as a method to mitigate climate change, the Kyoto Pro-

tocol clearly provides a considerable incentive for the protection and enhancement

of forest ecosystems and establishes a significant link between climate protection
and protection of terrestrial sinks. The establishment of this connection between

climate and forests certainly is an important achievement of the Protocol in the

perspective of a global environmental policy, as protection of climate, preservation
of biodiversity - which forests are rich in, and prevention of desertification - to

which forests significantly contribute by reducing and preventing soil erosion, are

crucial aims of such a policy at international level, as the conventional r6gimes
established over the last decade demonstrate70. In this perspective the Kyoto Pro-

tocol seems to promote the simultaneous fulfilment of different environmental

69 At the eighth meeting of the subsidiary organs of the FCCC no significant progress was made

in the definition of the work programme on the flexibility mechanisms: cf. the Group of 77/China&apos;s

proposed work programme on mechanisms (contained in UN Doc. FCCC/SB/1998/Misc. 1/ Add. 5

which also addresses the CDM) and the proposals by other States (included in UN Doc.

FCCC/SB/1998/CRP.2). At the recent COP-4 Parties have agreed on a work programme on mecha-

nisms which places priority on the CDM while postponing the taking of actual decisions on the

co-operative mechanisms at COP-6 (see Decision 7/CP.4, UN Doc. FCCC/CP/1998/16 Add. 1, Jan-
uary 20, 1999). In the work programme on the CDM adopted at COP-4 the elements with relevance

to sinks to be discussed concern: the inclusion of sink projects in the mechanism, credit (starting from
2000) for qualifying projects having begun before CDM rules become effective and the implications
of Art. 12, 10 of the Protocol - including implications for a possible interim phase approach of the

CDM: cf. the section on CDM in Decision 7/CP.4, Annex.
70 Compare above, the Introduction.
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targets (climate change mitigation, biodiversity conservation, forest protection,
desertification prevention) thereby complementing the goals of various UNCED
documents.

However, from the analysis above it also emerges that the sink-related provi-
sions of the Kyoto Protocol leave important work to be done, in terms of clarifi-
cation of ambiguous wording, definitions, guidelines and subsidiary rules, and
raise for this reason a series of important issues. Some of these issues are of imme-
diate relevance, as their resolution would aid in implementing the provisions of
the Protocol. The importance of these issues is confirmed by the priority they
have on the agenda of the ongoing work of the subsidiary organs to the FCCC71.
Other issues, more technical, require a longer time for their resolution. They are

at the moment under examination by teams of expertS72.
Furthermore some of these issues may also potentially have significant impact

on (and therefore raise issues of compatibility with) the spirit and the goals of
other forest-related instrumentS73, such as the Biodiversity Convention, the
Desertification Convention, the Forest Principles, the Agenda 2174 and the IPF

Proposals for action75; that is, with those instruments whose goals the Kyoto
Protocol seems prima facie to effectively complement. Therefore, the causes and
the terms of these compatibility issues have to be closely investigated.

Part IL Interdependence and Compatibility Issues with Other Forest-related
Global Instruments Raised by the Sink-related Provisions of the Kyoto Protocol

Unsolved questions of interpretation and negative incentives

in terms of global environmental policy arising from Art. 2,
Art. 3.1, Art. 3.3 and Art. 12

A first issue raised by the sink-related provisions of the Kyoto Protocol in

terms of global environmental policy arises from Art. 3.3 and concerns the inter-

71 For a detailed examination of the various and complex issues to be solved with respect to the
sink-related provisions of the Kyoto Protocol see the note by the FCCC Secretariat &quot;Issues related
to LUCF&quot; (UN Doc. FCCC/SBSTA/1998/INEI).

72 A significant contribution to the ongoing work of the subsidiary organs with respect to the
issues concerning the sink-related provisions of the Kyoto Protocol, and more in general with respect
to the definition of the role that sinks will play under the Kyoto Protocol, will be given by the

special report on the scientific aspects of sinks in carbon sequestration which the IPCC has been

requested to prepare with a view to enabling the COP to the FCCC to take decisions on land-use,
land-use change and forestry at MOP-1. The preliminary outline for the special report has recently
been approved by the IPCC at its fourth session (1-3 October 1998): cf. Annex 11 in UN Doc.

FCCC/CP/1998/INE, 4 October 28, 1998.
73 As mentioned above the analysis of the compatibility issues between the Kyoto Protocol and

other forest-related r6gimes will be limited to the global instruments adopted at UNCED or arising
from the so called &quot;UNCED process&quot;.

74 Chapter XI of the action plan adopted at UNCED relates to &quot;Combating deforestation&quot;.
75 Intergovernmental Panel on Forests (IPF) Proposals for Action, adopted at the fourth session

of the IPF (held in New York from 11 to 21 February 1997): see Report of the IPF on its fourth ses-

sion, UN Doc. E/CN.12/1997/12, March 20,1997.
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1176pretation of words such as &quot;afforestation&quot;, &quot;reforestation&quot; and &quot;deforestation

whose meaning is quite controversial among expert commentators77.
Definitions for &quot;afforestation&quot; and &quot;reforestation&quot; can be found in the Glossary

of the 1996 IPCC Guidelines for National GHG InventorieS78. However, these

definitions are not only incomplete (the Glossary does not provide for example a

definition for &quot;deforestation&quot;) but also, as in the case of &quot;reforestation&quot;, not

clear79. For this reason, the use of the IPCC definitions (under their present for-

mulation) might indirectly promote the adoption of forestry practices running
counter to the goals of other global environmental treaties.

As to the word &quot;reforestation&quot;, the most significant problem arising from the def-

inition included in the Glossary of the IPCC Guidelines is that it does not indicate

the period of time during which a previously forested area has to be kept under a

different land-use before starting replanting in order to be considered as reforested

area. Such a definition indeed only contains the adverb &quot;historically&quot; to indicate

when, before the conversion to another land-use, the area on which replanting is

undertaken was covered by forests. As a result, under the IPCC definition a I I prac-

tices involving conversion of natural forests to other land-uses and beginning of a

replanting scheme - even those in which such a scheme begins a short while after the

conversion, might in principle be considered as &quot;reforestation&quot; and may be there-

fore counted by Annex I countries in meeting their emission reduction targets.
Such a possibility would in fact ensure a &quot;double&quot; economic benefit to the

countries undertaking practices of conversion of a natural forest followed by
replanting at the beginning of the commitment period. First, after the conversion

these countries can use both the area and the resources obtained from clearing;
second, at the beginning of the commitment period8O they may also count as

11 reforestation&quot; under Art. 3.3 the replanting schemes undertaken on the same

area. This possibility would therefore also be an actual incentive for Parties to

clear at the moment large areas of natural forests, with a view to converting the

76 On other significant unsolved questions of interpretation raised by the wording of this provi-
sion see Schlamadinger/Marland (note 50).

77 Cf. the list of existing definitions contained in UN Doc. FCCC/SBSTA/1998/INR1 Annex 1.

78 See IPCC, Revised 1996 Guidelines for National GHG Inventories, Reporting Instructions, Vol.

1, Glossary, 1996, 1 et seq. The definition of &quot;afforestation&quot; provided by the IPCC (&quot;Planting of new

forests on lands which historically have not contained forests&quot;) seems consistent with other definitions

existing in literature. Problems arise, on the contrary, from the definition provided by the IPCC for
11 reforestation&quot; (&quot;Planting of forests on lands which, historically, previously, contained forests, but

which have been converted to some other uses&quot;). It differs indeed both from that used by the FAO

(which does not imply a previous conversion to other land-use: cf. FAO 1997 Report [note 10], at 173

et seq.) and from other definitions of the words existing in literature (which all have in common the fact

of including in the notion also the natural or enhanced regeneration of trees immediately following
harvest). Not considering the same practices and measures these definitions for &quot;reforestation&quot;

obviously involve different results in the calculation of the area that may be claimed as carbon sinks.
79 The 1996 Guidelines were not adopted as methodologies for the accounting of the emissions

related to LUCF activities, rather as methodologies for the elaboration of estimations to be included

into Parties&apos; national inventories of GHG emissions.
80 That is in 2008, when afforestation and reforestation practices may be taken into account by

Annex I Parties in meeting their emission targets.
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land to other uses, and to start replanting schemes at the beginning of the commit-
ment period8l. However, such practices of natural forest clearing involve signifi-
cant environmental consequences - in terms of loss of the biodiversity and unique
ecosystems contained in natural foreStS82.

Even more complex is the case of &quot;deforestation&quot;, for which no definition is
contained in the IPCC Glossary83. Problems arise from the fact that if the IPCC
guidelines clearly specify that certain practices have to be included into national
inventories as &quot;deforestation 1184, such specification is not provided, for example,
for forest degradation, conversion of primary into secondary forests and harvest-

ing of natural forests. As a result, it is not clear whether &quot;deforestation&quot; also
includes these practices, and therefore whether the GHG emissions resulting from
them have to be accounted by Annex I Parties under Art. 3.3 in achieving their
emission targets. This might be a further incentive for Parties to the adoption
of practices of clearing of primary forests followed by the establishment of a

plantation or of conversion of primary forests into secondary forests, as they
would be exclusively accounted in terms of GHG removals resulting from
reforestation85.

In consideration of the significant impact that the latter practices produce, both
on the global climate86 and on the global environment - because of the mentioned
considerable loss of biodiversity and soil erosion associated to the destruction of

primary forests, it is clear that the inadequacy of the IPCC guidelines in provid-
ing for a comprehensive definition for &quot;deforestation&quot; not only is a significant
gap within the climate r6gime established by the Kyoto Protocol, but it may also

produce negative incentives with respect to the achievement of the goals of other

global r6gimeS87.
For this reason, new definitions for the words &quot;afforestation&quot;, &quot;reforestation&quot;

and &quot;deforestation&quot; are under consideration by the IPCC. Their elaboration, and

81 In this regard cf. the proposal made by the experts of the WBGU that only the replanting on

areas not covered by forests in 1990 should be accounted as &quot;reforestation&quot;: see WBGU Special
Report (note 34), at 42.

82 On the issues of compatibility with the goals of other global environmental instruments with
relevance to forests potentially raised by these practices, see below para. 4.

83 Several definitions exist in literature (cf. the list included in the note by the FCCC Secretariat
on &quot;Issues related to land-use change and forestry&quot;, UN Doc. FCCC/SBSTA/1998/INF. 1 Annex 1),
however, none of them is able to encompass the diversity of situations existing in developing and
developed countries.

84 Such as forest conversion into pasture or grass land and conversion of forests in agricultural
fields.

85 The emissions resulting from the clearing of primary forests (or from their conversion into sec-

ondary forests) have not to be counted, under the IPCC guidelines, as &quot;deforestation&quot;; on the con-

trary, as mentioned above, the storage of carbon in plantations or secondary forests has to be counted
as &quot;reforestation&quot;. Cf. in this regard the proposal by the experts of the WGBU that not only the
removals related to replanting should be counted as sinks, but also the emissions arising from forest
harvesting should count as sources of GHG: cf. WBGU Special Report (note 34), at 42.

86 The emissions of GHG associated to these practices are deemed to be of the same amount of
those resulting from deforestation.

87 On the latter point cf. below, para. 4.
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the adoption of a decision on them by the COP to the FCCC b e f o r e the entry
into force of the Kyoto Protocol, are therefore essential with a view to ensuring
that compatibility issues between the Kyoto Protocol and other environmental
treaties do not arise.

Another issue raised by the sink-related provisions of the Kyoto Protocol with

respect to the goals of other global environmental treaties arises from the wording
of Art. 12 and concerns the interpretation of the expression &quot;project activities re-

sulting in certified emission reductions&quot;.
As matter of principle, an interpretation of such an expression which includes

forestry projects seems to be possible in consideration of the fact that the activ-

ities aimed at reducing deforestation or at enhancing forests contribute to reduc-

ing GHG emissions.

However, from this interpretation of the wording of Art. 12 a negative incen-

tive in terms of global environmental policy might arise in case of &quot;early begin-
ning&quot; of the CDM88. In the first commitment period non-Annex I Parties (devel-
oping countries) are not submitted to the emission reduction and reporting obli-

gations established by Art. 3 of the Kyoto Protocol for Annex I countries;
therefore for the former countries the prospect of financial benefits from Annex I

countries in connection with co-operative forestry projects under the CDM
between 2000 and 2007 may become an incentive to begin at the moment massive

deforestation measures with a view to &quot;preparing&quot; the land for such reforestation

projects. Not being developing country Parties under the reduction and reporting
obligations provided by the Kyoto Protocol they have no obligation to take into

account the emissions related to the deforestation practices they should undertake
with the aim of then beginning a reforestation project under the CDM89.

For this reason, during the ongoing debate on the possibility of an early com-

mencement of the CDM some Parties - mainly the European countries, have pro-

posed not to include forestry projects in the Clean Development Mechanism as

long as the developing countries are not under the obligations provided by Art. 3

of the Protocol, and to consider therefore this mechanism only as a &quot;clean energy
mechanism&quot;90.

88 As mentioned above, Art. 12.10 foresees the possibility of an early commencement of the Clean

Development Mechanism for the projects undertaken between 2000 and 2007 (providing that the cer-

tified emission reductions resulting from these projects may be taken into account by Annex I coun-

tries in the implementation of their emission targets already in the first commitment period) and calls
on the COP to decide on this point.

89 Moreover, it is significant that the emissions resulting from the deforestation practices that a

non-Annex I country should undertake in the perspective indicated above, could not even be ascribed

to the Annex I Parties involved in the project, as the obligation under Art. 3.3 only covers the emis-

sions resulting from the LUCF activities that they directly undertake. Therefore, the significant GHG
emissions resulting from such deforestation practices would de facto &quot;escape&quot; the reporting obliga-
tion r6gime established in the Kyoto Protocol.

90 Cf. 12 Earth Negotiations Bulletin, No. 86. See also, in the same terms, the proposal formulated

by the experts of the WBGU in WBGU Special Report (note 34), at 43 et seq. The exclusion of sinks

from the CDM is however opposed by other Parties. During the debate on the CDM at the eighth
meeting of the subsidiary organs of the FCCC Uune 1998) Canada and the USA pointed out that &quot;it
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As in the case of the questions raised by the wording of Art. 3.3, a decision by
the COP to the FCCC on the issue of the inclusion of forestry projects in the
CDM b e f o r e the entry into force of the Kyoto Protocol seems to be essential
with a view to preventing incompatibility issues with other environmental treaties
from arising9l.
A third issue arising from the wording of the sink-related provisions of the

Kyoto Protocol concerns a further negative incentive with respect to the goals of
other forest-related r6gimes which some of the implementation measures it pro-
motes in the forestry sector might create.

In promoting the adoption of forest-related measures. aimed at improving the
carbon sequestration potential of biological sinks as a method to mitigate climate

change92 the Protocol de facto provides a considerable incentive for Parties to

establish large fast-growing monoculture plantations, as such forestry practices are

deemed to provide for the maximum benefit in terms of GHG removals in the
short term, particularly when they are composed of n o n - i n d i g e n o u s spe-
cieS93. Obviously, the adoption in Art. 3.1 of the Protocol of a short (five years)
commitment period is a further significant incentive for Parties to undertake these

practices, and particularly to concentrate on the establishment of fast growing
plantations at the beginning of the commitment period94.

However, the establishment or re-establishment of fast growth monoculture

forestry areas with a view to creating new carbon sinks raises several environmen-
tal problems. It has been demonstrated that large scale monoculture plantations do
not provide the same range of goods and environmental services that a primary
forest can produce. They are indeed considerably less rich in non-wood forest

products, do not perform the same environmental functions for example in terms

of conservation of biodiversity and prevention of soil erosion95, and are less resis-

is premature to limit the extent to which the CDM activities may account for emission limitations&quot;
and proposed the inclusion of a variety of carbon sinks. Other countries (Costa Rica, Colombia, Nic-

aragua, Argentina and Iran) also opposed the exclusion of sinks from the CDM, by arguing that

forestry projects may significantly contribute to promote biodiversity preservation in developing
countries, as demonstrated by the practice of the Pilot Phase of the Activities Implemented jointly.
On the contrary, the group of the Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS) opposed the inclusion of
sinks in the CDM, these countries being concerned that carbon sink projects may shift the focus away
from decreasing fossil fuel use. At the recent COP-4 Parties decided, as mentioned above, that the
work relating to the Clean Development Mechanism have to be carried out on a priority basis before
the entry into force of the Protocol; the issue of the inclusion of sinks is still under examination.

91 On the terms of this potential norm conflict see below, para. 4.
92 Cf. Art. 2.1 lit. a) ii), and Art. 3.3 as to the taking of these measures into account in the imple-

mentation of the Parties&apos; emission targets.
93 As these species grow faster and sequester therefore more carbon than local varieties.
94 So that a significant increase in the absorption potential of terrestrial sinks may be obtained

over the period, and considerable GFIG removals may be therefore counted by Par-ties at the end of
it in implementing emission targets.

95 See R. N o s s /A. C o p p e r r i d e r, Saving Nature&apos;s Legacy: Protecting and Restoring Blodiver-

sity, 1994, 195 et seq. Studies on reforestation have found that plantations of non-native species with
fast growth rates do not protect soils from erosion at the same extent as natural forests, and lack the

adaptation of the natural forest cover to the prevailing soil conditions; therefore, they may contrib-
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tant to natural events such as diseases and fire96. Finally, plantations including
e x o t i c (non-indigenous) species may have significant impact on host environ-
ments97.
The Kyoto Protocol does not include a provision explicitly requiring that affor-

estation and reforestation practices are adopted by Parties taking into account the
environmental impact they may have. Indeed Art. 3.3 does not provide in this

regard any specific condition to their adoption98 and Art. 2.1 at the second sen-

tence in lit. a) ii) literally only calls for the &quot;promotion of sustainable forest man-

agement practices, afforestation and reforestation&quot; by Parties without any further

specification99.
Therefore, under a literal interpretation of its provisions the Kyoto. Protocol

seems to promote the adoption by Parties of all sort of forestry measures permit-
ting to establish carbon fixing plantations. In this perspective it even seems to

create an indirect potential incentive for Parties to begin or to accelerate practices
of harvesting of old growth forests to secure more space for establishing new and

more effective carbon fixing plantations.
The incentives to the indiscriminate establishment of fast growth monoculture

forestry areas potentially arising from the wording of the Kyoto Protocol raise,
however, significant issues of compatibility with other international instruments
with relevance to forests.

2. Potential compatibility issues with the goals of other

global r6gimes (CBD, CCD and other forest-related

instruments and processes)

As to the potential impact of the above examined interpretative issues and neg-
ative incentives arising from the Kyoto Protocol on the goals of other forest-
related global instruments, some remarks seem now necessary with respect to the
terms of this potential &quot;norm conflict&quot;. To this end, an overview of the instru-

ute in the long term to the impoverishment of the soil (see A. B a r n e t t, Desert of Trees: The Envi-
ronmental and Social Impacts of Large-Scale Tropical Reforestation in Response to Global Climate

Change, Friends of the Earth, unpublished report, at 4, 7).
96 For this reason all main forestry instruments (Forest Principles, Agenda 21, IPF recommenda-

tions) adopt a very cautious approach toward the use of plantations as a method for increasing the
forest cover and forest productivity, and refer to specific situations or circumstances in which the es-

tablishment of plantations may be suitable or possible. Cf. below, para. 4.
97 See D.H. Janzen, Wildland Biodiversity Management in the Tropics, in: E.O. Wilson/M.L.

Reaka-Kudla (eds.), Biodiversity 11 - Understanding and Protecting Our Biological Resources, 1997,
411 et seq.

98 It only states that they have to be measurable in terms of &quot;verifiable changes in carbon stocks in

each commitment period&quot; to be taken into account by Parties in implementing their emission targets.
99 Cf. however above para. 2 for an extensive interpretation of the wording of this provision -

which takes into account the &quot;history&quot; of its negotiation and drafting, according to which afforesta-
tion and reforestation measures may be considered as implicitly covered by the clause provided by its

first sentence (calling on Parties to &quot;take into account&quot; the commitments arising from other interna-

tional agreements in the field of forest protection and enhancement).
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ments with which the sink-related provisions of the Kyoto Protocol may be po-

tentially in conflict is useful.
At the international level several instruments relevant to forests exist100. More-

over, the adoption of a g I o b a I forest convention is at the moment under exam-

ination by the Intergovernmental Forum on Forests (IFF)101.
Among existing forest-related instruments, the UNCED conventions sectori-

ally relate to specific environmental functions performed by forests, while legally
non binding UNCED instruments such as the Forest Principles, the Agenda 21

and the IPF recommendations comprehensively refer to all resources and services

provided by forest ecosystems.
In particular, the Convention on biological diversity, which focuses on action at

the national level with regard to the promotion of, conservation and sustainable

use of biological diversity102, refers to forest ecosystems as reservoirs of genetic
diversity and applies for this reason above all to tropical forests103. In its pro-

gramme of work on &quot;Forest Biological Diversity&quot;104 the CBD includes several
elements relevant to forests and to the present work of the Intergovernmental
Forum on Forests105. In establishing a series of specific obligations for Parties
with a view to promoting the adoption of behaviour consistent with the goals of

conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity106&apos; the CBD explicitly re-

quires Parties: to regulate and manage biological resources important for the con-

servation of biological diversity with a view to ensuring their conservation and
sustainable use, to promote the protection of ecosystems, to rehabilitate and re-

store degraded ecosystems, to prevent the introduction of alien species which
threaten ecosystems, to identify and monitor processes and activities likely to have

significant adverse impacts on biodiversity preservation and sustainable use107 and

100 See above, the Introduction and cf. the comprehensive list of existing instruments mentioned
at note 15. For an over-view of these instruments see Tarasofsky (note 6), at 673 et seq.

101 Established by the UN General Assembly at its 1 9th special session in June 1997, the IFF is to

report on its work to the Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD) in 1999. Based on that

report, and depending on the decision taken at CSD-8, the IFF will engage in further action on

establishing an intergovernmental negotiating process on new arrangements and mechanisms or a

legally-binding instrument on all types of forests.
102 Cf. Art. 1 of the CBD.
103 These forests include indeed more than half of all the identified species of plants and animals

and also a large amount of species still to be identified. Cf. FAO 1997 Report (note 10), at 41.
104 See Draft Programme of Work on Forest Biological Diversity (UN Doc. UNEP/CBD/

COP/4/7); and the Work Programme for Forest Biological Diversity consequently endorsed by
the COP at its fourth session (Decision IV/7, Annex in: UN Doc. UNEP/CBD/COP/4/27 Annex,
June 15, 1998).

105 Cf. above all the CBD work on ecosystems, genetic resources and traditional knowledge.
106 Cf. in particular Art. 6 (which requires Parties to develop national strategies, plans and pro-

grammes for conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity and to integrate this objective into sec-

torial and cross-sectorial plans) and Art. 10 (which requires them to conserve and sustainably use bi-

ological resources by, inter alia, integrating this objective into national decision-making and by
adopting measures relating to the use of biological resources aimed at avoiding or minimising adverse

impacts on biological diversity).
107 Cf., respectively, Art. 8 lit. c), Art. 8 lit. d), Art. 8 lit. f), Art. 8 lit. h) and Art. 7 lit. c) of the CBD.
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- in case their significant impacts are ascertained - requires them &quot;to regulate or

manage the relevant processes and categories of activities&quot;108. Finally, it requires
Parties to provide the conditions needed for compatibility between present uses

and the conservation of biological diversity109.
As to the Desertification Convention, its aim is to prevent soil erosion and soil

impoverishment with a view to combating desertification and drought and it seeks
to establish an integrated approach to address the physical, biological and socio-

economic aspects of the process of desertification110. From this perspective the
CCD relates to forests in consideration of the crucial ecological role they play in

mitigating and preventing soil degradationl1l. The CCD affirms the goal of sus-

tainable development112 and specifically requires Parties to prevent and combat
the causes of desertification through, inter alia, prevention and reduction of land

degradation113. In the regional Annexes for Africa, Latin America and the Carib-
bean it also requires Parties to adopt national action programmes to integrate and

sustainably manage natural resources including forests114. Furthermore, the CCD

explicitly recognises the relationship between desertification and other problems
of global dimension115 and includes in this respect a significant provision which

requires States that are also Parties &quot;to other relevant international agreements,
particularly to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Bio-

diversity Convention&quot; to encourage the coordination of the initiatives carried out

under these instruments &quot;in order to derive the maximum benefit from activities
under each agreement ...,,116. In this way the CCD implicitly recognises the
&quot;interconnections&quot; existing between the UNCED conventions (as a result of the

relationship between the environmental problems they relate to) and the conse-

quent need for a coordination among them in the perspective of an effective glo-
bal environmental policy.

108 See Art. 8 lit. 1) of the CBD. This provision reaffirms the &quot;preventive approach&quot; postulated in
the Preamble (&quot;It is vital to anticipate, prevent and attack the causes of significant reduction or loss
of biodiversity at source&quot;).

109 Art. 8 lit. i) of the CBD.
110 Cf. Art. 4.2 lit. a) of the CCD.
111 Cf. for instance the definition of &quot;land degradation&quot; contained in Art. 1 lit. f), which recog-

nises the link existing between destruction of forests and degradation of soil. Cf. also Art. 2.2 which
explicitly calls for the conservation and sustainable management of land resources to achieve the goals
of the convention.

112 See Art. 2 of the CCD.
113 Cf. Art. 1 lit. a) i) of the CCD.
114 Cf. Art. 4 lit. c) of the Annex for Latin America and the Caribbean and Art. 8.3 lit. b) and i)

of the Annex for Africa.
115 See the Preamble (&quot;Bearing in mind the relationship between desertification and other environ-

mental problems of global dimension Bearing also in mind the contribution that combating deser-
tification can make to achieving the objectives of the UN Framework Convention on Climate

Change, the Biodiversity Convention and other related environmental conventions&quot;).
116 Cf. Art. 8.1 of the CCD (which also calls on Par-ties to encourage the conduct of joint

programmes, particularly in the field of research and information collection and exchange, to the

extent that such activities may contribute to achieving of the objectives of the agreements concer-

ned).
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As regards the 1992 FCCC, it postulates specific obligations for States in the

field of forest protection and management by requiring Parties to promote sus-

tainable forest management and to co-operate in the conservation and enhance-

ment of sinks and reservoirs of all GHG, in consideration of the role played by
forest ecosystems in climate change mitigation as terrestrial sinks117.
The Forest Principles represent the most comprehensive instrument at the inter-

national level with relevance to forests as they relate to the management, conser-

vation and sustainable development of a I I types of forests. Although legally non-

binding, the Forest Principles are considered to be a document with legal signifi-
cance, in codifying and applying existing principles of international law to the

context of forests118. Furthermore, they are perceived by some States as express-

ing opinio Jurisl 19. The Forest Principles focus on action at the national level, and

promote the conservation of forest ecosystems as well as the sustainable manage-
ment of their resources. From this perspective they specifically call on States to

sustainably manage their forests and to adopt a preventive approach to their pro-
tection, to conserve and protect forest ecosystems, particularly the ecologically vi-

120able representative or unique examples of forests including old-growth forests

The Forest Principles also provide that environmental impact assessments should
be carried out where.actions are likely to have significant adverse impact on im-

portant forest resources121, and include some &quot;guidelines&quot; to the adoption of

measures aimed at maintaining and increasing forest cover, particularly to the es-

122tablishment of plantations
As regards the other legally non-binding UNCED instruments with relevance

to forests, that is, Agenda 21 and the 1997 IPF &quot;Proposals for action&quot;, the for-

mer in its Chapter X1 entitled &quot;Combating deforestation&quot; contains a series of
recommendations directed to States. They provide for guidelines to national

forestry policies in four specific fields of action (sustaining the multiple roles and

functions of forests, enhancing forest conservation, protection and sustainable

management, promoting efficient utilisation and assessment to recover the full

valuation of forest goods and services, and strengthening capacities for the plan-
ning of forests and related programmes). The IPF &quot;Proposals for action&quot; include

more than hundred recommendations on a number of issues related to forest

sustainable management, such as, inter alia, national forest programmes, forest

assessment and traditional forest knowledge. The IPF recommendations are

directed to countries, international organisations and major groups including the

private sector, and have been endorsed by several international and intergovern-

117 See Art. 4.1 lit. d) FCCC.
118 See Tarasofsky (note 6), at 680; H.M. Schally, Forests: Toward an International Legal

Regime, YIEL 4 (1993), 30 et seq., at 46.
119 They were for example relied upon at several points during the renegotiation of the Interna-

tional Tropical Timber Agreement (ITTA) in 1994.
120 Cf., respectively, Principle 2 lit. b), Principles 7 lit. b) and Principle 8 lit.
121 Cf. Principle 8 lit. h).
122 Cf. Principle 8 lit. a) and b).
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mental fora123. Both the Agenda 21 and the IPF &quot;Proposals for action&quot; recom-

mend a &quot;cautious&quot; use of plantations by States as a method to increase the for-
124est cover or forest productivity

It is clear that from the wording of the sink-related provisions of the Kyoto
Protocol significant questions of compatibility may potentially arise either with

specific provisions or with &quot;the goals and the spirit&quot; of the above indicated
UNCED instruments.

In particular, the incentive which the Kyoto Protocol creates for the establish-
ment of large fast-growing monoculture plantations mainly composed of non-

indigenous species with a view to creating new carbon sinks seems indeed hardly
consistent with:

a) the above-mentioned obligations under the CBD to maintain and create bio-

diversity and promote its sustainable use, to promote the protection of ecosys-

tems, to prevent the introduction of non-indigenous species and to monitor pro-
cesses and activities likely to have significant impact on biodiversity, in consider-
ation of the demonstrated considerable adverse impact of these plantations on

biodiversityl 25;
b) the obligation under the CCD to prevent soil impoverishment and to protect

soil from erosion, given the reduced capacity of monoculture plantations to pre-
vent land degradation126;

c) the &quot;spirit&quot; of sustainable development - as expressed in the UNCED con-

ventions and in the Rio Declaration127, and particularly with the goal of &quot;sustain-

able forest management&quot; as affirmed by the Forest Principles, the CBD, the CCD
and the Agenda 21, because of the &quot;unsustainable use&quot; of forests128 that these

plantations give rise to in the long term as a result of their reduced capacity in per-

123 Such as the fifth session of the CSD, the 19th session of the UN General Assembly, the fourth
session of the COP to the CBD, the G8 Action Programme on Forests, the I I th World Forestry Con-
gress, the FAO Committee on Forestry.

124 Cf., respectively, para. 12 in Chapter XI of Agenda 21 and para. 28 lit. b) of the IPF &quot;Propo-
sals for action&quot;.

125 Cf. above, para. 3. The adverse impact on the preservation and sustainable use of biodiversity
of the climate mitigation strategies based on the adoption of forestry measures aimed at replacing pri-
mary forests with fast growth monoculture plantations is explicitly pointed out in the Global Biodi-

versity Strategy, which also affirms the need for a coordination between the international instruments

on climate change and biodiversity with a view to preventing specific measures adopted under the cli-

mate regime from contravening the spirit and the goals of the Biodiversity Convention. Cf. Global

Biodiversity Strategy: Guidelines for Action to Save, Study, and Use Earth&apos;s Biotic Health Sustain-

ably and Equitably, WRI/UNEP/IUCN, 1992.
126 Cf. the studies mentioned above in para. 3.
127 Compare, for instance, Art. 10 and 11 CBD, Art. 3, 4 FCCC, Principle 4 of the Rio Declara-

tion.
128 Cf. the definition of sustainable development in the context of forestry &apos;Provided in: World Bank,

OP 4.36 Annex A, Forestry, September 1993 (&quot;controlled utilisation of forest resources to Produce
wood and non-wood benefits in perpetuity&quot;, emphasis added). Cf. also Art. I of Protocol
10 to the IV ACP-EC Lom6 Convention, as revised by the agreement signed in Mauritius on Novem-

ber 4, 1995 (text in The Courier ACP-EU 155, 1996) which recognises the necessity of the rational and
integrated management of forest resources so as to ensure sustainable development in the long term.
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forming environmental functions other than carbon sinks and in providing wood
and non-wood products; and also with

d) the obligation under the CCD to coordinate the initiatives carried out under

the relevant environmental treaties on issues of global dimension with a view to

maximising the g I o b a I benefit arising from these initiatives, as the establishment
of monoculture plantations may run counter to (rather than contribute to) the
achievement of the goals of other environmental accords, thereby &quot;minimising&quot;,
instead of maximising, the benefit of forest-related measures in terms of global
environmental policy.

Similar remarks may be made as to the compatibility with the provisions and
the goals of the forest-related UNCED instruments of the other practices that the

Kyoto Protocol, as indicated above, might indirectly promote; that is, practices of

massive deforestation in developing countries with a view to undertaking forestry
projects under the CDM, and practices of natural forest harvesting by Annex I

Parties in the perspective of an immediate change in the land-use and the adoption
of replanting schemes right before the beginning of the first commitment period.
The potential future relevance of the compatibility issues examined above is dem-

onstrated by the fact that these issues are under careful examination at the moment
in different international fora, such as the CBD, the CCD, the IFF and the IpCC129.
At the recent fourth meeting of the COP to the CBD the &quot;potential impact of

afforestation, reforestation, deforestation and forest degradation on forest biolog-
ical diversity&quot; has indeed been noted130 and a specific request for co-operation at

the institutional level between the Convention on Biological Diversity and the
Climate Change Convention with its Kyoto Protocol has been formulated131.
Moreover, a similar request for co-operation at the institutional level between the

CCD, the FCCC and the CBD has recently been reiterated by the COP to the
132CCD at its second session

129 On request of the SBSTA of the FCCC the IPCC is examining in particular the scientific and
technical implications of the carbon sequestration strategies related to LUCF activities for soils and

biological diversity.
130 See UN Doc. UNEP/CBD/COP/4/27 Annex, June 18, 1998, Decision IV/7, at para. 9. See

also the &quot;Draft Conclusions by the Chairman&quot; on LUCF adopted at the eighth meeting of the

subsidiary organs of the FCCC, which request the IPCC to examine &quot;the scientific and technical

implications of carbon sequestration strategies related to land-use change and forestry activities for

water, soils and biodiversity&quot; (UN Doc. FCCC/SBSTA/1998/CRP.3, June 11, 1998, at para. 6).
&apos;31 The Executive Secretary of the CBD has been requested to &quot;strengthen the relationship with,

in particular, the UN Convention on Climate Change and its Kyoto Protocol&quot; (see UN Doc.
UNEP/CBD/COP/4/27 Annex, Decision IV/15, at para. 13). See also Decision IV/7 at para. 9, under
which the COP, in consideration of the potential impact of afforestation, reforestation, deforestation
and forest degradation on forest biological diversity, requests the Executive Secretary &quot;to liaise and

co-operate with the Secretariat of the UNFCCC and the Secretariat of the UNCCD to achieve the

objectives of the Convention on Biological Diversity&quot;.
132 Held in Dakar from 30 November to 11 December 1998. See UN Doc. ICCD/COP(2)/L. 34.

Such a request had been formulated at the first session of the COP to the CCD in 1997 (see UN Doc.

ICCD/COP[I]/11 December 22, 1997, Decision 13/COP.1, which requests the head of the interim
secretariat &quot;to make all efforts to strengthen collaboration with in particular the UNFCCC and
the CBD&quot;).
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Among the issues raised by the sink-related provisions of the Kyoto Protocol

in terms of global environmental policy those arising from the wording of some

provisions because of the lack of definition for certain terms or the possible mul-

tiple meaning of some expressions may clearly be capable of being solved more

easily than those arising from some implementation measures that the Kyoto Pro-

tocol may promote in the forestry sector. Indeed, the negative incentives poten-

tially arising from the wording of Art. 3.3 and of Art. 12 might be eliminated

(or at least their scope reduced) during the ongoing work by the subsidiary organs
of the FCCC on the definitions in the former provision and on the issue of the

inclusion of forestry projects in the CDM.
A more complex issue, on the other hand, is the case of the negative incentives

related to the implementation measures in the forestry sector that the wording of

Articles 3 and 2 of the Kyoto Protocol may promote. In this respect, the possibil-
ity of modification through formal amendment of these provisions is neither a

likely nor a viable solution to the compatibility issues raised by the Kyoto Proto-

col. Taking into account the difficulties experienced in Kyoto by Parties in adopt-
ing them and the complex political compromise on which their final drafting was
based, it is clear that any modification would be certainly opposed by some Par-

ties and probably by those whose &quot;consensus&quot; is necessary for the entry into force

of the Protocol.

Part IIL Possible Ways and Means to Solve the Potential Compatibility Issues

Between Forest-related Instruments Raised by the Kyoto Protocol

All the treaties involved in the potential compatibility issues arising from the

sink-related provisions of the Kyoto Protocol are so-called &quot;global accords&quot;; that

is, multilateral agreements dealing with matters of general interest133 as they relate
134

to environmental problems considered of common concern for all States

These treaties are also quasi-universal in their sphere of applicability being largely
ratified at the international level135, and include interdependent obligations136.

133 The concept of &quot;multilateral treaties&quot; was formulated by the International Law Commission

as including those agreements that &quot;either purport to lay down general norms of international law

or deal with matters of general concern&quot; (see A/CNA, at 13). In literature see A.D. McNair,
The Law of Treaties, 1961, at 221 (who distinguishes between &quot;multipartite law-making treaties&quot; and

bilateral treaties); cf. also G. Morelli, Nozioni di diritto internazionale, Th ed., 1967, at 33-34,
and Oppenheim&apos;s International Law (ed. by R. Jennings/A. Watts), vol. 1: Peace, 9th ed., 1992, at

1203-1205.
134 These treaties establish general principles and a uniform discipline aimed at regulating the

environmental problems they refer to (global r6gimes).
135 This involves that there is a substantial identity of Parties among these agreements and that it

is very unlikely that a State would become a Party to the Kyoto Protocol without already being a

Party to the other global treaties related to forests.
136 As mentioned above, the obligations included into the agreements on environmental problems

of global relevance are considered as &quot;Interdependent&quot; as their simultaneous implementation by
all Parties is a condition for the effective achievement of the goals of the r6gime, which might be

Jeopardised in case of non-compliance even by a single Party.
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Furthermore, as a result of the ecological interdependence existing between the
environmental problems they refer to these treaties are interrelated the one to the
other, so that several of the measures suggested for achieving the objective of one

convention may also contribute to the fulfilment of - or, as the Kyoto Protocol
demonstrates, may have an adverse impact on, the goals of other conventional

r6gimes.
These characters of the treaties involved in the potential norm conflicts raised

by the Kyoto Protocol are significant with a view to analysing the possible solu-
137tions to these conflicts

1. Compatibility issues in the light of Art. 30 of the VCLT138

As preliminary step, an analysis of the Kyoto Protocol in the light of Art. 30 of
the VCLT seems opportune139.

Art. 2 of the Kyoto Protocol includes, as already mentioned, a significant pro-
vision with respect to the relationship between the Protocol and other forest-
related instruments. By calling on Parties to adopt domestic policies aimed at lim-

iting and reducing GHG emissions in all sectors of their economy, it refers to the

protection and enhancement of sinks and reservoirs of GHG and specifies that
these latter measures have to be adopted by Parties &quot;taking into account com-

mitments under relevant international environmental agreements,,140
This provision seems prima facie to subordinate the adoption by Parties of

measures aimed at mitigating climate change by protecting and enhancing terres-

trial sinks to the condition that these measures are compatible with the commit-

ments arising from pre-existing international environmental treaties on the matter.

It might be therefore considered as a conflict clause under Art. 30.2 of the VCLT,

137 On the rules applicable to conflicts between treaties in international law see generally
P. Reuter, Introduction au droit de trait6s, 1985, 110-133; McNair (note 133), 219-222;
C. Rousseau, De la compatibilit6 des normes juridiques contradictoires dans l&apos;ordre international,
Revue g6n6rale de droit international public 39 (1932), 133 -192; M. Z u I e e g, Vertragskonkurrenz im

V61kerrecht, Teil 1: VertrHge zwischen souveranen Staaten, German Yearbook of International Law 20

(1977), 246 -276; E.W. V i e r d a g, The Time of the Conclusion of a Multilateral Treaty: Article 30 of
the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties and Related Provisions, British Year Book of Interna-
tional Law 59 (1988), 92-111; E. S c i s o, Gli accordi internazionali confliggenti, 1986, at 17 et seq.;
G. S t r o z z 1, 11 diritto dei trattati, 1999, at 70 et seq.

138 1969 Vienna Convention on the law of the treaties, entered into force on January 27, 1980.
139 Art. 30 of the VCLT (&quot;Application of successive treaties relating to the same subject-matter&quot;)

provides that: &quot;... 2. When a treaty specifies that it is subject to, or that it is not to be considered as

incompatible with, an earlier or later treaty, the provisions of that other treaty prevail.
3. When all the parties to the earlier treaty are parties also to the later treaty but the earlier treaty

is not terminated or suspended in operation under article 59, the earlier treaty applies only to the
extent that its provisions are compatible with those of the later treaty.

4. When parties to the later treaty do not include all the parties to the earlier one: a) as between
States parties to both treaties the same rule applies as in paragraph 3; b) as between a State party to

both treaties and a State party to only one of the treaties, the treaty to which both States are parties
governs their mutual rights and obligations

140 Cf. Art. 2.1 lit. a) ii).
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particularly as a compatibility clause between the Kyoto Protocol and these agree-

ments141.
However, this provision is quite generic and unspecific in its reference to the

commitments arising from other environmental treaties relating to sink protection
and enhancement. These agreements are indeed not specifically mentioned; they
are rather referred to as a broad category (&quot;commitments under relevant interna-

tional environmental agreements&quot;). Moreover, no clear criterion is provided in the

provision to establish which obligations should prevail in case of conflict, as Par-

ties are only required &quot;to take into account&quot;, that is to consider, the pre-existing
obligations they have undertaken.
For these reasons, it seems that the provision contained in Art. 2.1 of the Kyoto

Protocol cannot be considered as a traditional compatibility clause according to

Art. 30.2 of the VCLT, as it is inadequate (too generic and unspecific) to automat-

ically operate in preventing and solving a priori &quot;conflicts&quot; with other forest-

related agreements.
Moreover, neither the lex posterior principle142 nor other principles of interna-

tional law regulating the relationship between conventional obligations (such as

the hierarchical principle and the lex specialis principle143) do seem useful in pro-

viding a solution to the compatibility issues potentially arising from the sink-

related provisions of the Kyoto Protocol. These principles are in fact inadequate
to solve &quot;conflicts&quot; between the goals of multilateral treaties on interrelated issues

of common interest for the Community of States as a whole, such as those raised

by the Kyoto ProtoCO1144.
In particular as to the lex posterior principle, its applicability appears to be

excluded first of all by the provision included in Art. 2.1 lit. a) of the Kyoto Pro-

tocol. Although unspecific and generic in its reference to pre-existing obligations
of the Parties, this provision expresses an evident will of the Parties to recognise

the relevance of the commitments arising from other international environmental

agreements145. Moreover, even if no specific provision on the relevance of Parties&apos;

pre-existing commitments was included in the Kyoto Protocol, the lex posterior
principle seems in any case not to be an adequate instrument to solve complex

141 On the function of the conflict clauses see R o u s s e a u (note 137), at 154 -164; Z u I e e g (note
137), at 251-255, 259.

142 The lex posterior principle is incorporated in Art. 30.3 and 4 of the VCLT and operates in case

treaties do not include a compatibility clause or when such a clause is not clear enough to operate

automatically.
143 These principles are not incorporated in Art. 30 of the VCLT; however, they are often referred

to in literature to justify the supremacy of certain categories of treaties.

144 The compatibility issues between global environmental treaties cannot indeed be examined

under the perspective of ascertaining which obligation should p r e v a i 1 as this would involve in any

case grotesque results in terms of lowering of the environmental standards established by these

treaties and, therefore, in terms of damage to the global environment. In this respect, see below in

para. 6.
145 In other words the provision in Art. 2.1 lit. a) 11) seems clearly to exclude any intention of the

Parties to the Kyoto Protocol to abrogate or suspend among them the commitments arising from pre-

existing treaties relating to the protection and enhancement of sinks and reservoirs of GHG.
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issues of compatibility between conventional r6gimes that do not cover the s am e

subject-matter (biodiversity, desertification, climate change) and which are, how-
ever, interrelated one to the other because of the ecological interdependence exist-

ing between the environmental problems they refer to, and involve almost the
same Parties (quasi-universality).

Furthermore, the hierarchical principle cannot apply to the compatibility issues
raised by the Kyoto Protocol as there seems to be no way to establish a hierarchi-
cal order among the treaties involved in the conflict, neither according to their
content nor according to their purpose. As to their content, all the treaties
involved in the conflict are indeed &quot;global accords&quot;; they all deal with matters of
general interest, such as biodiversity preservation, desertification prevention and
climate change mitigation, and regulate in a general manner these collective inter-
ests. Moreover, as to their purpose, all these treaties establish a &quot;specific r6gime&quot;
aimed at regulating an issue of global relevance.

Finally, the applicability of the lex spe6alis principle seems also to be excluded
in consideration of the fact that it is unclear on which basis the supremacy of the
Kyoto Protocol as lex spe6alis with respect to other pre-existing conventional
obligations of the Parties might be justified146.
As a result, given the inadequacy of an approach to the compatibility issues

between global environmental treaties with relevance to forests based on the
application of the mechanical provisions embodied in Art. 30 of the VCLT147, and
given the inadequacy also of the international law principles regulating the rela-
tionship between conventional obligations in providing for viable solutions to

these issues, a solution to them has to be found by a different approach.

2. The &quot;harmonising approach&quot; and the solutions
at the State level

From the perspective indicated above, the obligations arising for States from the
general principles on the implementation of treaties are a useful point of departure.
From the general principle in international law according to which States should

not enter into conflicting obligations and from the general obligation for States to

146 Even in case of an absolute identity of Parties between the Kyoto Protocol and, for
example, the Convention on Biological Diversity, the applicability of the lex specialis principle seems

to be excluded by the difficulties in ascertaining a supremacy ratione materiae of the Kyoto Protocol
with respect to the latter treaty - as they do refer to different subject-matters but they have signifi-
cant interconnections on ecological grounds and therefore also significant areas of overlap in which
their obligations seem to be interrelated in a complex manner. Furthermore, as regards the possibility
of a supremacy ratione personarurn of the Kyoto Protocol one may argue that as the agreements on

environmental problems of global relevance are treaties including interdependent obligations - for
which compliance by a I I Parties is essential in order to ensure the very effectiveness of the regime
they establish, they cannot be derogated by a subsequent agreement concluded by s o in e o f t h e

P a r t i e s as this would certainly jeopardise the achievement of their goals.
147 Because of the lack in the Kyoto Protocol of a clear conflict clause and in consideration of the

inapplicability of the lex posterior principle to the compatibility issues above examined.
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interpret and perform every treaty in force in good faith with a view to fulfilling
a I I their international commitments (pacta sunt servanda)l 48, an obligation for the

Parties to the Kyoto Protocol to fulfil the commitments arising from it without

violating pre-existing obligations under other international agreements certainly
149arises

This obligation clearly covers also Parties&apos; commitments arising from pre-exist-
ing forest-related treaties, and involves therefore a specific duty for Parties to

interpret the provisions of the Kyoto Protocol relating to sinks potentially con-

flicting with pre-existing commitments under other treaties in such a way as to

make them compatible with these commitments.

Therefore, the general principles on treaties&apos; implementation seem to require
Parties to adopt a &quot;harmonising approach&quot; to the potential issues of compatibility
between the Kyoto Protocol and other global environmental regimes.
The relevance of such an approach to the compatibility issues raised by the

sink-related provisions of the Kyoto Protocol seems to be also confirmed by the

text of the Kyoto Protocol.
In it a clear intent of the Parties to the Protocol to a harmonised interpretation

of its provisions with pre-existing commitments in the field of forest protection

appears to emerge from Art. 2.1 lit. a) ii)150.
Indeed, in this provision the call on Parties to consider (&quot;taking into account&quot;),

in implementing sink-related measures under the Kyoto Protocol, their pre-exist-
ing international commitments on the matter seems more to express the need for

a harmonised interpretation by Parties of all their international commitments

than, as mentioned above, to recognise an absolute priority of their pre-existing
commitments. In this perspective Art. 2.1 of the Kyoto Protocol seems to include

a &quot;harmonising clause&quot; which establishes a duty for Parties to the Kyoto Protocol
to interpret the provisions relating to sinks in the light of (&quot;taking into account&quot;)
pre-existing obligations on the matter and in such a way as to harmonise them,
and therefore to adopt measures in the forestry sector (afforestation/reforestation)
which may complement the goals of other instruments providing for obligations
in this respect.
A confirmation of the above indicated interpretation of Art. 2 and therefore of

the need for a &quot;harmonising approach&quot; to the compatibility issues raised by the

Kyoto Protocol seems to be provided for also by the provisions of the agreements
with which the Kyoto Protocol raises issues of compatibilityl5l.
The treaties on environmental problems of global relevance usually include

provisions which, by categorically excluding the Parties from making reservations

148 Cf. Art. 26 of the 1969 VCLT.
149 Such an obligation will arise also for the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol once it is in force.
150 On the relevance of the empirical instrument of treaty interpretation with a view to ascertain-

ing Parties&apos; intent, as a method to solve treaty conflicts in case of lack or inadequacy of a conflict

clause cE C. R o u s s e a u, Droit international public, Vol. 1, 1970, at 163.
151 Cf. Art. 3 1.1 lit. c) of the 1969 VCLT, which includes in the supplementary criteria for the inter-

pretation of a treaty the reference to the provisions of other agreements concluded by the same Parties.
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152to these conventions indirectly demonstrate the importance attributed to the

principles embodied in these agreements153. Such provisions seem to establish an

implicit duty for Parties to refrain from undertaking subsequent conventional
commitments overtly conflicting with their obligations, and seem therefore also to

establish a positive duty on Parties to interpret all potentially conflicting obliga-
tions arising from subsequent commitments on the same or related matters in such
a way as to make them compatible with pre-existing commitments. Such a duty
clearly exists for the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol who are also Parties to other

global environmental treaties with relevance to forests.

Finally, a &quot;harmonising approach&quot; to the compatibility issues raised by the

Kyoto Protocol with other forest-related global instruments seems to be necessary
in the light of the intrinsic character of the treaties involved in the conflict.
As mentioned above, the treaties on environmental problems of global relevance

establish general principles, a uniform discipline and specific standards on envi-

ronmental issues of common interest. For this reason, they are referred to as

&quot;common interest treaties&quot;154. These treaties are also significantly interrelated one

to the other because of the ecological interconnection existing between the envi-
ronmcntal problems they relate to, and they include interdependent obligations
which have to be simultaneously implemented by all Parties with a view to effec-

tively fulfilling the goals of each agreement.
Therefore,&apos;in consideration of the common interest of the whole State

community in an effective preservation of the global environment, Parties to glo-
bal accords seem also to be under the &quot;moral obligation&quot; to harmonise the inter-

pretation of the provisions of these treaties to prevent an uncoordinated interpre-
tation and consequent &quot;unilateralistic behaviours&quot; from jeopardising the achieve-
ment of the environmental targets provided by these agreements. In other words,
Parties to global environmental treaties seem to be under the obligation to inter-

pret these instruments in the light of a sort of &quot;common interest clause&quot;, comple-
menting their provisions with the obligations arising from other interrelated

global treaties in order to achieve the common goal of an integrated and effective
environmental policy.

152 Cf. Art. 34 CBD, Art. 24 FCCC, Art. 37 CCD. Similar provisions are included in Art. 18 of
the 1985 Vienna Convention on the Protection of the Ozone Layer and in Art. 18 of the 1987 Mon-
treal Protocol. Cf. also Art. 22.1 CBD.

153 On the relevance of these sort of provisions also in human rights treaties, and on their role as

an element which permits to recognise the priority of a treaty on other international obligations
cf. L. L i j n z a a d, Reservation to UN-Human Rights Treaties, 1995, at 82 et seq.

154 These treaties also include some operative norms reflecting an emerging institution-building at

the level of rule-making and compliance-control that, although far from being an indication of a com-

plete decrease of the traditional thinking of States based on sovereignty (as there is no delegation of
substantial power to these treaty-related institutions), may be interpreted as another significant
element pointing to the common interest character of a treaty. See on this point U. B e y e r I i n, State

Community Interest and Institution-Building in International Environmental Law, Za6RV 56 (1996),
602, at 608.
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In the final analysis, from the international law principles relating to treaties&apos;

implementation, from the intention of the Parties (as it emerges from the text of

the Kyoto Protocol as well as from the provisions of pre-existing treaties

between the same Parties) and in the light of the intrinsic character of the trea-

ties involved in the compatibility issues, an obligation for the Parties to the

Kyoto Protocol to solve the potential conflicts with other forest-related global
treaties by the way of an approach aimed at harmonising its provisions
with pre-existing commitments on the matter seems to emerge. This obligation
involves a duty for Parties to interpret all provisions potentially conflicting with

the commitments under other forest-related global treaties in such a way as to

make them compatible.
The &quot;harmonising approach&quot; to the compatibility issues between the goals of

global environmental treaties related to forests has concrete implications both for

State Parties to the multilateral environmental r6gimes and for the treaty-specific
institutions established by these r6gimes. For, as to the means by which the above

identified compatibility issues may be solved, a distinction may be drawn between

solutions to be adopted at the State and institution levels.

As far as Parties are concerned, the &quot;harmonising approach&quot; implies that solu-

tions to the compatibility issues between global environmental treaties with rele-

vance to forests have to be found by them first at the interpretative level. In this

respect some remarks have to be made.

According to Art. 2.1 of the Kyoto Protocol Parties have to adopt forestry
measures &quot;taking into account commitments under relevant international envi-

ronmental agreements ...&quot;155.
The wording of this provision priMa facie only seems to include international

treaties in the group of instruments in the light of which Parties have to interpret
the commitments under the Kyoto Protocol, thereby excluding legally non-bind-

ing instruments with relevance to forests such as the Forest Principles.
However, taking into account that, as mentioned above, the Forest Principles

are considered as a document of some legal significance and that in any case from

legally non-binding instruments a bona fide obligation emerges (at least for the

States having expressed an explicit consensus to their adoption) not to behave in

overt contrast to their provisions and not to interpret other provisions in a way
156that a possible conflict with them arises it seems that also the Forest Principles

may be considered as a useful interpretative instrument in the perspective indi-

cated in Art. 2.1 of the Kyoto Protocol.
As a result, Parties to the Kyoto Protocol seem to be under the obligation to

interpret its sink-related provisions not only in the light of pre-existing &quot;agree-
ments&quot; but also of other instruments of legal significance on the matter, if they
contributed to the adoption of the latter.

155 Emphasis added.
156 Cf. lato sensu Art. 18 of the 1969 VCLT.
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Under this obligation, Parties should in general interpret the sink-related pro-
visions of the Kyoto Protocol in the light of those international law principles
which are a &quot;common denominator&quot; to the UNCED documents (precautionary
principle, principle of prevention, principle of sustainable use and sustainable

management), and in their interpretation they should also make use of the guide-
lines provided for by instruments such as Chapter XI of the Agenda 21 and the
IPF recommendations to specify the sometimes generic content of the above-men-
tioned principles, as for instance in the case of the emerging principle of &quot;sustain-
able forest management&quot;. In other words, the general principles embodied in the
Rio documents should be used by Parties to the Kyoto Protocol as &quot;common

principles of interpretation&quot; to achieve the goal of a harmonised interpretation of
its provisions on sinks with those of other forest-related UNCED instruments,

thereby preventing conflicts with them.
Parties to the Kyoto Protocol should also interpret in particular the provisions

of the Protocol from which significant compatibility issues with other forest-
related agreements may arise - such as Art. 3.3, Art. 3.1, Art. 12 and Art. 2, in the

light above all of some provisions of the CBD and the Forest Principles, as these
instruments may be considered respectively as a &quot;framework convention&quot; in the
field of the conservation and sustainable management of forest resourceS157 and
the most comprehensive international document in the field of forest management,
conservation and sustainable development.

In this perspective, for instance, &quot;afforestation&quot; and &quot;reforestation&quot; measures

under Art. 2 of the Kyoto Protocol should be undertaken by Parties in the light
of: a) the duties under the CBD to prevent the introductich of those species which

may threaten forest ecosystems (non-indigenous species) and to protect ecosys-
tems and natural habitats158, b) the precautionary and preventive approach
adopted by both the CBD and the Forest Principles159, c) the emerging duty to

sustainable forest management under which forest resources and forest lands
should be managed in such a way as to maintain their full value in the long run160,
d) the &quot;guidelines&quot; to the establishment of plantations provided by the Forest

Principles161, and also e) the duty under the CCD to coordinate the initiatives

157 Cf. Ta r a s o f s k y (note 6), at 673.
158 See respectively Art. 8 lit. h) and Art. 8 lit. d) of the CBD.
159 Cf. Art. 7 lit. c), Art. 8 lit. 1) and the Preamble of the CBD. See also Principle 8 lit. h) of the

1992 Forest Principles.
160 Cf. Principle 2 lit. b) of the 1992 Forest Principles (which stipulates that forest resources and

lands should be managed &quot;to meet the social, economic, ecological, cultural and spiritual human needs
of present and future generations&quot;).

161 Cf. Principle 8 lit. a), which calls for &quot;positive and transparent action towards refores-
tation and afforestation &quot; (emphasis added); Principle 8 lit. b), which states that efforts to maintain

and increase forest cover should be undertaken &quot;in ecologically, economically and socially sound

ways&quot; (emphasis added). Cf. also Principle 6 lit. a) and d), specifying the circumstances under which
the role of planted forests should be promoted; para. 12 in Chapter X1 of the Agenda 21 (which sug-
gests the greening of the world of &quot;suitable areas&quot;) and para. 28 b) of the 1997 IPF Proposals for
action (which affirms that plantations should be &quot;complementary to natural forests&quot;, emphasis
added).
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adopted under each conventional r6gime relating to global environmental prob-
162lems to maximise the global benefit potentially arising from them

The same interpretative approach should be adopted by Parties also to deal with

all other unsolved questions of interpretation that the sink-related provisions of

the Kyoto Protocol raise, such as those concerning the scope of the CDM, the

type of forestry practices that may be undertaken under this mechanism, and the

practices to be accounted as &quot;afforestation&quot;, &quot;reforestation&quot; and &quot;deforestation&quot;

under Art. 3.3, in case these issues are not going to be solved before the entry into

force of the Protocol.

Moreover, under the &quot;harmonising approach&quot; solutions to the compatibility
issues between global environmental treaties with relevance to forests must also be

adopted by Parties at an o p e r a t i v e level.
In this respect, a coordination of the measures undertaken at the national level

with a view to implementing the obligations arising from the different but inter-

related conventional r6gimes relating to forests is required to Parties. Such a coor-

dination is necessary to promote effective measures dealing with &quot;multi-sectorial&quot;

problems such as deforestation, climate change, species extinction and desertifica-

tion, as explicitly recognised by the above-mentioned Art. 8 of the CCD.

This coordination is particularly important in the case of the measures relating
to the forestry sector adopted under each conventional r6gime (CBD, CCD,
FCCC), in order to maximise the benefit that each measure may produce in terms

of global environmental policy by minimising the negative impact that it may have

on the goals of other regimes.

3. Inter-institutional co-operation

As regards the treaty-specific institutions operating within each conventional

r6gime, the &quot;harmonising approach&quot; to the compatibility issues between forest-re-

lated instruments requires an increased co-operation between the Conventions

through their respective Secretariats with a view to coordinating their action and

complementing it at different levels.
As the Kyoto Protocol demonstrates, the emerging significant overlaps between

these treaties and the consequent potential conflicts between their goals involve ail

urgent need also for enhanced inter-institutional collaboration to prevent such

conflicts from in fact arising.
The need for an increased collaboration among the Secretariats of the decision-

making bodies concerned with various aspects of sustainable development, and

particularly for collaborative work among the COP of the Conventions adopted
at the Rio Conference on Environment and Development or as a result of the

UNCED process was affirmed by the Commission on Sustainable Development
(CSD) at its fifth session, with a view to expediting the implementation of these

instruments and to ensuring an integrative approach in international efforts to

162 Cf. Art. 8.1 CCD.
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combat global environmental problems163. Furthermore, the nineteenth Special
Session of the UN General Assembly explicitly recommended that the COP of
the UNCED Conventions co-operate in exploring ways of collaborating in their
work in order to advance the effective implementation of these conventions164.

Particularly in areas of &quot;common&quot; relevance such as forestry, this co-operation
among conventional r6gimes is significant, in order to avoid duplication of efforts,
to prevent uncoordinated implementation measures with possible negative
impacts at the global level (such as forestry projects exclusively climate- or biodi-
versity-oriented)165 and also, eventually, to promote &quot;common criteria&quot; for the
evaluation of the measures adopted.
The Kyoto Protocol shows that the need for institutional cross-linkages and

enhanced collaboration between global treaties is urgent in the case of the biodi-

versity and climate r6gimes, as increasing interconnections and potential conflicts
between their goals are likely to arise once the mechanisms for co-operative
implementation with possible relevance to forests Uoint Implementation and
Clean Development Mechanism) start operating within the climate regime.

In this perspective the recent practice shows some, although very preliminary,
indications of the future establishment of inter-institutional co-operation between
the forest-related conventional r6gimes (CBD, FCCC, CCD)166. These efforts are

certainly important. It is clear, however, that the actual adoption of a &quot;co-opera-

163 CDS-5, held in New York (8-25 April 1997). Cf. the recommendations for the proposed
outcome of the UN General Assembly Special Session (UNGASS) adopted by the CSD (UN Doc.
A/S - 19/14 E/1997/60 May 27, 1997, at para. 109 et seq.).

164 As a result, the establishment of institutional co-operation, better coordination among imple-
mentation activities, enhancement of information capacities and exchanges, and the definition of a
11 partnership&quot; among the Convention Secretariats to be supported by other relevant international
organisations (such as UNEP, UNDP, GEF, World Bank and IUCN) were proposed as possible
forms of this collaborative work. Cf. &quot;Programme for the further implementation of Agenda 21 &quot;, UN
Doc. A/RES/S - 19/2, 19 September, 1997 (adopted at the 11th Plenary Meeting of the General

Assembly, New York, 23-28 June 1997), at para. 117 et seq.
165 Criticisms have been made for instance of the joint Implementation Forestry Projects UIFP)

undertaken under the Pilot Phase of the Activities Implemented jointly (AIJ) of the FCCC, for hav-

ing been sometimes (those adopted in Latin American countries for example) exclusively biodiver-

sity-oriented, with almost no transfer of climate-friendly technologies to the developing country
libsting the project. Cf. P. C u I I e t /A.P. K am e r i - M b o t e, Joint Implementation and Forestry Pro-

jects: Conceptual and Operational Fallacies, International Affairs 74 (1998), 393 et seq., at 401 et seq.
166 At the fourth session of the COP to the CBD by Decision IV/2 Parties instructed the CBD

Secretariat to improve synergy in regards to information exchange with other biodiversity-related
conventions, to contribute to the harmonisation of the information management of other treaties and
to continue to discuss the possibilities of joint and harmonised approaches with the UNFCCC and
the UNCCD (cf. UN Doc. UNEP/CBD/COP/4/27 Annex, June 15, 1998, at para. 10 g). Moreover,
in its Decision IV/7 the COP underscored that collaboration should be strengthened with the
UNCCD and the UNFCCC in order to advance the effective implementation of the CBD (cf. ibi-
dem, at Annex, para. 9). Finally, by Decision IVA5 Parties reaffirmed the importance of in u t u a I I y
s u p p o r t i v e a c t i v i t i e s under the CBD and activities under the other conventions relevant to the
achievement of the objectives of the CBD (Preamble), welcomed the progress made in the &quot;develop-
ment of c o - o p e r a t i v e a r r a n g e m e n t s with relevant conventions&quot; (Preamble, emphasis added)
and requested - as mentioned above - the Executive Secretary to strengthen the relationship with in

particular the UNFCCC and its Kyoto Protocol and the UNCCD with a view to making its i m p I e -
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tive strategy&quot; between the different conventions requires further initiatives and

presupposes that egoism and sectorial approaches are overcome to promote an

integrated management of inter-sectorial environmental issues.

Finally, in the short term, an approach aimed at complementing the different
forest-related global instruments should also guide the elaboration of possible
.correctives&quot; to the sink-related provisions of the Kyoto Protocol during the on-

going process of specification of its provisions through the adoption of subsidiary
rules, definitions and guidelines.

In this regard several proposals have already been made167 and some are dis-

cussed at the level of subsidiary organs to the FCCC.
In particular, with a view to complementing the goals of the different forest-

related instruments the following measures seem suitable as possible &quot;correctives&quot;

to the Kyoto Protocol: a) elaboration of more comprehensive and clear definitions

for the words afforestation, reforestation and deforestation in Art. 3.3, in order to

eliminate the negative incentives in the perspective of a global environmental pol-
icy potentially arising from the definitions available at the moment168, b) intro-

duction of the consideration of the goal of biodiversity preservation into the

forestry projects adopted under the Clean Development Mechanism through, for

example, the application of the procedure of environmental impact assessment es-

tablished under the Biodiversity Convention169, c) introduction, through the pro-
cedure of Art. 3.4, of those forest-related activities having significant impact on

the climate in terms of GHG emissions into the atmosphere (forest burning, con-

version of natural forests into secondary forests, primary forest harvesting170) in

the group of the additional measures that Parties may use to meet their emission

targets. The inclusion of these activities, by acting as a considerable disincentive
for Parties to their adoption, would also indirectly promote the preservation of

primary forests, thereby contributing to a better coordination of the Kyoto Pro-

tocol with the goals of other global r6gimes (CBD, CCD, Forest Principles).

mentation activities and institutional arrangements mutually supportive (cf. ibid., at

para. 13). Furthermore, at the first session of the COP to the CCD by Decision 13/COP.1 Parties

requested the head of the interim secretariat &quot;to make all efforts to strengthen further the c o I I a b o -

ration with other relevant conventions, in particular the CBD, the UNFCCC...&quot; (cf. UN Doc.

ICCD/COP(1)/ll December 22, 1997). At its second session the COP to the CCD has recently
requested the Secretariat to continue the dialogue with other relevant convention secretariats as well

as international organisations, with a view to seeking synergy and to continue the collaboration
initiated with these convention secretariats and with international organisations such as UNDP,
UNEP, IUCN and GEF (cf. UN Doc. ICCD/COP(2)/L. 34). in this regard the CCD Secretariat has

already concluded a Memorandum of collaboration with the CBD Secretariat and discussions have

also been initiated with the FCCC Secretariat (cf. UN Doc. ICCD/COP(2)/7, November 17, 1998,
at 7). Finally, the CBD, FCCC and CCD Secretariats have also started a process to develop a joint
program to explore synergy in information management, as first step towards increasing the exchange
and sharing of information among them (ibid., at 25).

167 Cf. WBGU Special Report (note 34), at 40 et seq.
168 Compare above, para. 3.
169 Cf. Art. 7 lit. c) and Art. 14.1 lit. a) CBD.
170 Compare above, para. 3.
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IV Conclusions

it emerges from the analysis above that an approach aimed at harmonising the

interpretation of the provisions of the Kyoto Protocol on sinks with those of
other UNCED instruments concerning forests is necessary in order to prevent
conflicts between global environmental r6gimes from arising.
From this perspective, the &quot;harmonising approach&quot; may significantly contrib-

ute first to improving the effectiveness of a global environmental policy at the
international level.
A coordination of the initiatives adopted at State and institution levels under the

different conventional r6gimes is, indeed, essential in order to come to terms with
the ecological interdependence between global environmental problems such as

climate change, biodiversity loss and desertification, which renders the &quot;sectorial&quot;

approach to these problems adopted by the single conventional r6gime inadequate
to effectively deal with the interconnections and potential conflicts among their

goals.
Moreover, the adoption of a &quot;harmonising approach&quot; may significantly contrib-

ute to promoting a &quot;holistic&quot; (globally comprehensive) forest policy at the inter-
national level as drawn up by the 1992 Forest Principles.
The coordination of the existing &quot;congestion of treaties&quot;171 and processes con-

cerning forests through a harmonised interpretation by Parties of their provisions,
a coordination of the forest-related initiatives adopted by them under existing in-

struments and an enhanced collaboration at the institutional level between global
treaties, is of utmost importance at the moment to fulfil such a global forest pol-
icy, as the adoption of a global forest convention on the protection and sustain-
able development of all types of forests seems to be a goal hardly achievable in the
short term.

171 The expression is used by B r o w n We 1 s s (note 1), at 697, to refer in general to the present
situation of proliferation of international environmental treaties.
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